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A HOG SAID LCD TO TII2 MURDER
KILLING

Last Saturday morning at 9:30 Buck Moore was shot to
death at Camp "A" of the McKinley Land ft Lumber Company,
Tom llace save himself ud to an officer and claims self defense.
;
Buck Moore was one of the beet known men in the Zuni
mountain section. He had been emnloyed for some time as con
tractor for the McKinley Land ft Lumber Company. After
spending last Thursday and Friday in Gallup transacting busi
ness matters for his company, he left for his home at Breece
and was on his way to the new camp; Arriving at Camp "A",
.
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ME CARS L'l CRASH AT STilEF CQGSUrS

COMIilOIi

RADICAL DEMOCRATS PROMINENT CLUB WOMEN BOTH ANKLES INJUREDRIGHT ANXLE MASHED AKD
. HAVE EE2W
MADE TO
ENJOY GALLUP'S HOSPI
LEFT ANKLE FRACTURED
NO ONE ELSZ HURT IN
CITE THEHILVES WITH
TALITY NEXT CONVEN
THE MIX UP ACCIDENT AT TIME TOM MACE WAS
POLITICAL VENOM
TION AT LORDSDURG
EEING TAKEN TO COUNTY JAIL
SANTA FE, N. M., April 17.
The 100,000 acre oil lease
reported to have been made by
the state land office to state
senator A. L. Zinn of Tucum-cari, at a price of one cent an
acre, continues to be the sub
ject of lively interest and caus
tic comment in Santa Fe where
state officials and others are
beginning to recall and point
out conditions which have gov
erned the leasing of state land
for oil during recent months.
The Zihn lease, it has been ad
mitted in a statement by the
attorney for the land office,
has been made on a tasia of
one cent an acre, while others
have been required to pay five
times that amount, as a mini
--

The annual convention of
Last Saturday evening while traffic was heavy and as
the Second District of the New Sheriff Lou Myers was taking Tom Mace to jail, the sheriff's

Mexico Federated
Woman's car being followed by Undershenff Leo Leaden, and as the
Clubs of America met April IB crossing of Coal avenue and Second street was approached, a
and 19 in Gallup. Eleven dele mix up of five cars happened and L. N. Cary, cashier of the
gates of the most prominent Merchants Bank, was caught between the car being driven by
women throughout the State Mr. Leaden and the car being driven by Mr. Marshall, Mr.
Cary
were in ;town for the conven-- . was riding on the running board of the Marshall car. ' Mr. Carv
tion, including Mrs. F. W. Par was badly injured, both ankles being mashed, the right ankle
ker, State President; Mrs. Mar- received the blow of the crash, and his left ankle sustained,
at a fracture. Mr. Cary was also, injured about his right thigh,
garet Medler,
large; Mrs. Emily Labelle, with other light bruises. . He was given first aid at the Gallup
president of the Albuquerque' Clinic, after which he was taken to St. Marv hnanitAl whrA
were employed to ascertain the extent of his injuries.
Woman's Club and Mrs. C. C.
11
i
f
to ilme 1nospitai
Meechem, secretary of the Tu air. unry ww De conimea
and under the care of
rr
:
berculosis Association and pro his physician for some time..
r - t
t
minent newspaper woman.'
There were five ears at the
The morning of the 18th was Bursum to Help
crossing when the crash came.'
a business, session, Mrs. A. H
Mr. Leaden's car was following
Legion Entertain up the sheriff's car, and as the
DeLong, chairman of the sec
ond district and second
car
the sheriff and
N. . M., his carrying
ALBUQUERQUE,
of the State, presidprisoners
up Second
passed,
Owsstreet to the jail,' two cars
ing. Second District officers April 18. When Alvin
were elected, Mrs. George Val ley, national commander of the came down Coal avenue going
American legion, pays Albu in one direction, while the Marient, Albuquerque,
a visit on May 2, Sen shall car with Mr.
querque
Mrs. John O'Brien, GalCary appear
O. Bursum will be
ator
Holm
lup, secretary ; and Mrs. Bruce
ed on Coal avenue going in anin
to
here
the
help
receiving other direction. The big Ross
Lane, Canutillo, Texas, treas
urer. Delegates read reDorte and entertaining.,
bus was standing near the
This was the announcement
of the activities of their clubs
crossing at the Candy Shop
.,.

which is located in Valencia county, not far from the line of
McKinley county, he stopped at the camp store to purchase
some tobacco. He tied hie team near the store. Returning to
his team he met Tom Mace. An argument came up ove a
hoar that Mace said he had killed, the hog belonging to Moore
During the argument Moore was shot three times, the first shot
striking him in the right eye, and as he fell, another shot went
into his left Bide, and the third shot tnrougn nis Doay alter it
:
'
had fallen. ' .
Tom Mace, with rifle, stood everybody, at bay. until the
arrival of an officer, then gave himself up.
The killing created considermum.
able ' excitement and a great Sen. Bursum Favors
Attorney Chavez, in his
crowd gathered 4 about the
statement
Stock-Lanconcerning the lease,
d
Bank
camp. Sheriff Lou Myers was
to defend it on the
undertook
to
to
come
aBked
and
notified
that
it was desirable
ground
the camp as soon as possible.
N. M to
ALBUQUERQUE,
the
state's lands and
develop
Sheriff Myers, responded and April 18. Organization ox a
oil. It is pointed out
arrived at the scene of the kill- joint stock land bank in New secure
5 ing only twenty minutes after Mexico, which now seems like that the lease, if it is valid, permits Zinn to hold the land at
the arrival of Deputy Ander- ly to be accomplished, is one
cent an acre for two years and many splendid ideas were made Wednesday by Martin curb and this, Mr. Leaden says,
son of Thoreau, to whom Mace strongly favored by Senator H.
Biersmith, head of the local
surrendered. Justice of the O. Bursum, Senator Bursum without turning a hand to de- learned. Miss Lois Randolf . post. The legion men have in prevented him seeing the cars
an
and
nermits
it
it,
Gallup, gave
that
velop
ahead, and as he turned his car
inspiring talk
Peace B. I. Staples of Thoreau said last night:
on Americanization, and Mrs. vited both Senator Bursum and to the left in order to miss the
in
durthe
speculation
acreage
conducted the inquest, after
"The proposal to organize a
Senator Jones to be present on
which Sheriff Myers brought joint stock land bank in New ing all of that period. At the Margaret Medler gave a much May 3 when the commander Ross bus, he struck the Marshall car.
Mace and four witnesses to Mexico with a capitalization of end of the second year such needed parlimentary drill.
arrives.
land
as
be
held
would
under
No amount of explanation
might
the
able
Luncheon,
Gallup and placed all in prison, $275,000
is ' commendable. be increased in rental, if drill
Senator Jones has sent word
of
Mrs.
H.
T.
can
supervision
Sey
Jose
Sheriff
Tondre
help matters now. Mr.
notifying
Such an institution in my op:
mour was served the delegates that heon will be compelled Jo
will be laid up for some
of Valencia county. Sheriff inion, would provide for an ing, had not begun.
Cary
a tnp to the east at
leave
Tondre replied to the telegram avenue of long time credit for It is openly charged that and club women at the El Na- about that time and will be un- time and maybe a cripple for
a long time.
of Sheriff Myers and asked the the farmers and livestock rais- Senator Zinn, an influential vajo. Mrs. F. L. Evans was able to be present.
At the time of the accident is
'McKinley county sheriff to ers, which would greatly aid in democratic party leader of the toastmistress. The 'address of
hold Mace and the witnesses stabilizing and developing 'reform" branch, has been the welcome was given by Mrs. B
time of day when traffic is
the
Maniacs
,
till he could investigate and those industries. It would en recipient of an "outstanding bit vv. uarrington, president of Speed
on Coal aveheavy,
In Police Court nue andespecially
come for the prisoners,
Second street. The
able the thrifty farmers to dis of "special privilege" at the the Gallup Woman's Club, the
hands of the democratic state response being made by Mrs
r Monday, in company with B. pose of his products to the besi land
crossings of Second street are
N.
M.,
ALBUQUERQUE,
commissioner.
I. Staples, Sheriff Tondre went advantage in an orderly fash
Emily Labelle. Mrs. Parker April 16. S e v e r a 1 autoists ever dangerous simply because
Zinn Act Prohibit Lease
automobile drivers exceed the
to Camp "A" and investigated ion. The shock sustained by
gave a short address, as did
Attention is being directed Mrs. W. C. Downey, president were fined on the charge of speed limit, and because more
the surroundings, and Tues- the farmer and stock man dur
traffic violations Monday cars are driven on Second
day morning the Valencia ing the last three years has lefi to the "Zinn Act," passed by of the Lordsburg Woman's morning in police court.
1921
street than on any other street
legislature, which Club, and Mrs. John O'Brien
county authorities arrived in him for the time being crippled the
D. T. Wilson, L. L. Copper
Gallup and took Mace and the and unless some method of fin was urged by Senator Zinn retiring treasurer of the sec and George Keyes were asses- in Gallup, especially at the
of Sectond and Coal
witnesses to Los Lunas. The ancing on reasonably low rates himself, after he had bitterly ond district. Mr. F. G. Stump, sed $15 each on the
charge of crossing
examining trial of Mace will of interest for a long period is criticized exactly such leases Rex organist, and Miss Bernice speeding. L. Brewer was giv- avenue.
take place at Los Lunas some made available, neither the of state land for oil as has just Burkett rendered several musi en a $10 fine on the same
At the time of this accident.
time next week.
farmer nor the stockman in been made to him. This act au- - cal numbers, and the High charge. Howard Kerr was there was considerable exciteBuck Moore leaves a wife many instances will be able to thonzed and required the state School orchestra played sev fined $10 on the charge of ment over the arrival of the
to promul eral
juid eight children. He was a recover without considerable land commissioner
splendid selections. After making a complete turn with sheriff's car with the murder- and
rules
of Buck Moore. People
post
publish
no
gate,
under
and
of
Order
member
of
the
embarrassment,
Elks,
T
luncheon the ladies of Gallup his auto at Central evenue and
with membership in the 'Elk circumstances will be in a pos- and regulations governing the drove the delegates to Mine No Second street and also on the were "up in the air," so to
Lodge of Albuquerque, and his ition to obtain that which is conduct of the business of his 5 of the Gallup American Coal charge of not having a driver's speak. The very unfortunate
office, especially with regard
funeral was held Wednesday rightly due him."
return license. T. M. Berry was fined accident happened just when
to oil leases. Former land com Company "Gamerco",
afternoon in charge of the Elks
Club for the af $5 on the charge of violating people were looking for every
missioner Field issued regula ing to the City
of Gallup.. The funeral was
thing else but an accident.
Automobiles
ternoon
program, at 2 :30. The the parking ordinance.
tions governing the making of
o
first announced for Monday Many
was opened by the sing
Without Licenses oil leases. These went into ef session
and a great many people from
of
the State Club Hymn New Mexico
ing
Monday Noon Fire
fect on February 1, 1922
all sections of the county gathfoi
Club
and
the
Song,
Gallup
Convention
to
These
Gets
the
rules, according
Parties standing on a street
ered, many coming in from the
Destroyed House
an address by Mrs. F.
Zuni montain section, where corner Sunday morning kept statute could not be changed lowed. by
work
the
W.
outlining
S.
Parker,
GREENVILLE,
C, April
Moore was well known and tab on automobiles going and or modified except upon ten
Fire destroyed the engine
plans for tne 19. Albuquerque, New Mexi- where he had lived for several coming, and soon over 100 cars. days notice by posting and accomplished and
i
of the
ii
house
as
advocat
work
co. was selected as tne nexi
year's
years. The funeral was post- had passed and going with no publication of the proposed coming
mine
Federation
at noon. A buck- -'
General
bv
ed
the
Monday
United
of
the
convention
v
city
poned till Wednesday to, await evidence of having ever pm changes. The' Field rules Two outstanding features ot
of oil had been placed on a
et
Roads
Good
association,
in
States
so
as
were
still
far
effect,
the arrival of relatives from cured a license, jviany more
stove to warm up, so it is claimHarmon Enwere noticed with old licenses any public notice is concerned the talk were theand the need the Bankhead National High
Arkansas, his former home.
dowment
ed, and from this the fire was
Fund,
the
United
and
association
land
commissioner Baca,
way
It is passing strange that au when
Clifford Foster, J. W. TayOn Page Eight)
that destroyed the
started
(Continued
States Good Roads show at the
tomobile owners are so negli- took office and so far as isj
the motor and
lor, Bill Morgan and a brother
house,
ruining
of
convention
the
organi
joint
known, have never " been changof Morgan are the witnesses. gem oiA complying witn our ed
cable and other machinsteel
cannot
be
an
acre
accept
cents
here
zations
him.
today.
by
campaign of arrests
i.
.
According to the statements of laws,
0
ery. This will cause a shut
The rules promulgated by ed, and that all unadvertised
to
.
orwill
have
be
institued
in
i
down of the mine until new
the witnesses, which conflict, der to force car owners to com- Field provide, among other leases will be made only on Banker Gets Ten
and a cable can be
when Moore arrived at Camp
No
machinery
form
"lease
is
called
what
less
five
of
a
rental
than
things
Prison
Years
in
installed.
The
loss is estimat"A" he tied his team near the ply with our laws;
common
form
the
which
is
36,"
at $5000, with no insurance.
ed
camp store and went into" the
been in use by the land
has
that
PHILADELPHIA, April 16.
Three Opinions by
store to buy some tobacco. He dollars in Mace's purse
office for more than a year,
Brock, banker and
'
Henry
to
to
new
on
the
statements
his way
the
was
According
General It is claimed here that these club man,G.was
Attorney
sentennoticed
the
ar
of
Witnesses
the
witnesses, during
Tpm
camp.
ROAD CONDITIONS
reeulations are in force and ced to from sixMonday
in
to
ten
years
Mace standing near the team gument about, the hog, Moore
SANTA FE, April 16. The binding upon applicants and the Eastern state
penitentiary
which Moore had tied up. With was shot three times. One attorney general's ofice today the land commissioner alike,
By the White Garage
for killing three persons with
his hands in his hip pockets, so statement says that Moore had announced three opinions by and that the leasing of the
Gallup, Bamah and Inscripwitnesses say, Mace appeared no gun; Another statement Assistant Attorney General
tract to Zinn, on the his automobile. n
tion Rock, 58 miles, from Ramto wait for Moore to come to says that Moore drew a gun Armstrong. In these he holds old one cent an .acre basis, if it
an to the Rock, 18
'
Chief Asks
condition
Ford time
his team. As Moore approach- and held it in his hand. Anoth
good.
is valid; is an example of spec- Dry
.w
from Gallup to the Rock, 3 hrs.
ed his team, Mace was heard er statement says that the gun
of
Churches
Aid
to
officers
are
ial
fellow
a
favoritism
partsubject
County
v to
Gallup to Zuni, 88 miles, road
speak to Moore and told him found beside the body of o the constitutional provision isan, on the part of the land
DENVER. April 19. As the
condition good. Ford time from
'
to him that no public officer's pay be commissioner.
that he had killed one of his Moore did not belong
first step toward building up a
Gallup, 2 hours.
"
to Ship Rock, 100
Moore's) hogs. , Witnesses Friends of Moore say that increased or diminished while It is being charged here that completely new prohibition
Gallup
heard Moore say to Mace that Moore never carried a gun he is in office.
miles, from Ship Rock to
the Zinn lease is not the only force for Colorado, Robert A.
38 miles, road condition
he expected pay for his hog. No one has identified the gun
Insurance department; es example of favoritism and Kohloss, active dry chief for
good. Ford time to Ship Rock,
claim
Mace
The
of
he
kill
that
.Mace
E.
that
must
be deposited special privilege that has oc- state appointed to succeed
crow funds
replied
Whereupon
5 hours, from Gallup to
he had no money. Moore said ed Moore in self defense hinges with the state treasurer before curred in the land office since H- - McClenahan, who resigned,
6 hours.
Gallup to McGaffey via Fort
something about Mace, could upon the identification of the the close of the next succeed Baca took charge and demands said that he would enlist the
Wingate, 23 miles. Road conmake arrangements for the gun found beside the body of ing business day after the re for a public investigation of the aid of churches of all denominditions good. Ford time from
;:
payment of the, hog by giving Moore..;
:'. ceipt thereof .
general conduct of the office ations m a drive upon bootleg
Gallup, 2 hours.
n order at the store, to which
Buck Moore and his family
,,:-school funds shall are becoming frequent.
Gsllup to AlbuJrque, 168
Municipal
?vV
gers.;
miles.
Road er .'Jon good.
Mace - replied that he didn't have long been among " the first be deposited with the So far as it is known, Gov
The complete
Ford time from Glup, 6 hours.
Jiave enough coming. After county's highly respected peo- county treasurer and by him ernor Hinkle has not discussed tion of the staff, Mr. Kohloss
GaUup to WiUtMsa. S14
lace was brourht to the Mc- - ple and . there is considerable redeposited in a depository de- the Zinn lease or the, land of said, would be brossht abest
Koad eondltSni' pod. Ford
time from Ciap, 9 ion.
IU3l:y ccutiy jail Utertff Uy bad feeling on account of signated by the municipal fice since the matter became gradually by a pnetzi of tidiever czt kuairedl ZJoore's untimely death.
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This is a matter in which
every citizen should take pride.

Civil War, many bond issues
floated. These bonds were to mature
Hi
generally at long-tim- e
periods, thirty-fortaeetosf Is Subject sf
and fifty years. They offered,
:
as do all bonds, a specific rate of inHea, ..
FROM McKINLEY COUNTY BANK MONTHLY
terest And this rate had to
to the rate prevailing at mat
Bet la t lecturer who
'
FOR APRIL, 1923 ... r
time in order to attract the lenders, dlstmctloa bees use of a
as we have to pay the current lea rendered to hundreds of
America b the greatest money mar- the banks do not The individuals just
for a hat, or go without
price
ia
world.
reHere money
ket in the
may sell it to the banks, or they may
When, later on, money rates went
garded aa a commodity, not unlike sell it direct to businesses who wish to down to 5 per cent and 6 ner cent
tke other commodities entering into purchase its use; but in the last an these corporations had to keep right
our manufactures. It has its place in alysis, these individuals are the real on
paying the 7 per cent or more, on
the running of a business, Just as hare merchants.
bond issues in accordance with
tneir
steel, paper, electricity, brain-powe- r,
And; like other merchants, they their original agreement for no ar
what not?
have to sell according to the laws of rangement had been made for their
For this reason U is subject to the supply and demand, changing their cau. The situation was a
very profitsame changes in demand, abundance, prices to meet
changing conditions. able one for the bondholders, but s
and price. When business flourishes, Just as the merchant
cannot ...sell fiftv. decidely costly one for the corpora
.
'A
money is mucn needed and well paid aouar suns
wnen tne prevailing
tions because tney could have been
for. When business slackens, demand has dronncd t thirty rfnii.r.
L.I borrowing
for considerably less had
wui nn pay o per cent and 7 per they not been tied up on long-termust lower their prices,
cent for money when they can
it agreements.
And who are the money merchants? lor o per cent or 514 per cent,get
v
So
taken
have
today
corporations
The banks, you answer. No, the prinMoney rates fluctuate as much as this lesson very much to heart, and
cipal money merchants is the Am- 2 per cent or 3 per cent within per- have overcome
the possibility of a re
erican public,- - the individual citizen iods of
few years. Back in Civil currence of such a situation
by iss trior
like you and me. It must be so, for War times, money
was high. Daring eaiiame bonds. Tnese bonds are sold
individuals really own the money,
the period immediately following
the with the stipulation that they may be
-called ' and tneir lace value paid st
any time after a notice of
given
number of days, usually sixty.
now
Right
many bonds issued In the
period of high rates, during and fol
lowing the World War, are being call'
ed, because the issuing corporations
can buy money for less. Generally
wey oner new issues 01 & per cent ties. There Is nothing superficial about
and 64 per cent in place of the 7 per r. B. Gordon. He la tremendously, snd
rait vi 71 vcr vcufc secunuea rjeinsr indeed dramatically. In earnest. His
caned in.
deep interest la people aad ia comma'
This means less yield to investors. aloes is based upon a very direct aad
oi course, out it is a condition which clear understanding of human hearts.
all merchants must meet in the course He has never lost faith m people, nor
of their business. Nor is it difficult does ns ever lose Interest In the or
to look at the matter from the viewdlnary things of life.
point of the corporations. It would
Dr. Gordon Is a veritable Abraham
be poor policy and bad business judgLincoln In suture, force, and logic.
ment for s corporation to go on payHis lectures are packed with wit
ing a price of 7 per cent or 7Vs per
I sense, and human
sympathy.
cent lor money wnen it could ob
tain the same accommodations for 5 Tears of experience aa a teacher, edu
cator and preacher, are crystallised
per cent or 5V4 per cent.
Bondholers should remember that Into his masterful and practical lecafter the date upon which a bond is ture, "Shooting the Goal," a dlscossloa
called it yields no interest Every
between boms and
week an investor continues to hold
CbautsBqua fourth night
s S1000, 2 per cent bond after it has
Five high class - entertain
This Buick
Coupe if economical and at
been called, he loses approximately
ments
the same time exceedingly comfortable for business,
May 4, 6, 6, 7 and 8.
IL20.
professional and family use.
Investors holding bonds that are
callable must keep apprised of con
Its wide doors open to an interior with every refine
ditions, so that they may guard
ment and convenience for perfect comfort all the year.
against such interest losses. InforIta fine plush covered seat is low and comfortable.
mstion relative to called bonds comes
to this bank regularly, and we are
Disappearing door windows and adjustable windshields
only too glad to pass it slong to cus
enable occupants to catch the summer breeze or extomers. Furthermore, if you have
clude winter's cold.
bonds that are called and do not know
exactly how to proceed, we will gladNotable improvements in engine and spring suspension
ly explain all details of redemption
have materially increased readability and stamina.
and give you information upon other
desirable investments for substitution.

TOT

:T

will visit all places in tore dis
Monday night about 11 o'clock fire
tricts one and two Friday, and destroyed
a small rent house, the proin districts three and four Sat perty of J. M. Carman, out on west
The house had just been vacurday. Trash and garbage side.
ated. Orgin of the fire not known,
must be placed in tabs and ves Loss
about $1000. A ,
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Karvey Sstem, and her aasodete, kr.
UrCArcctrtrrar abo rive an Garry, and Ur. Buckle's Secretary,
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Belffiusa Resolved
To Stand By France
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BRUSSELS, April 16. Pre
mier iheunis, speaking at a
luncheon given in his honor by
the members of the foreign
press today, said:
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Figures prepared by tho Northwestern National Bank of Minneapolis ' SANTA FE, April
the
show prices and rates on various 'ag- other fellow did some six to eight
ricultural commodities - from which years ago to encourage an undevelopindustry of this state, iry fact what
present agricultural prices may be ed
he did at any time, would mean a
compared with existing freight rates. mighty flimsy excuse for .the present
For wheat this statement" shows State Land Office in tho 109,000 acre
that the price at Minneapolis' in Jan- lease deal to A. L. Zinn, democratic
senator at the price of one cent
uary, 1923, was $14V per bushel, state
which is 40 cents or 48 per cent above per acre, when the prevailing price
the January, 1913, price. In January, on leases since the pasaago of the 1921
has been five cents per acre, so
1923, the freight rate from Wolsey, law
S. D., was 13.8 cents per bushel, which advertised and established by rules
land ofis 4V& cents, or 45 per cent above the and regulations of the state

lease.--

No. 2 An annual rental of less
five cents per acre will not

at

For Those Who 7rLI?
' At Gallup Churches

.

r.ITHODIST

CIIU.-C-II

i

John Witt Hendrix, Pastor

BAPTIST CUUnCII
RSV. V.

,

dom of Heaven."

is the best preparedness.
To have ready money, to be ready for opportunity, to rise above the common herd, oped a Sav.,
ings Account Today. c

Inscription Rock
Roads Found Good
.".
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GETS LOW LEASE

N. U.,
ALBUQUERQUE,
April 16. E. Z. Vogt, of the DEMOCRATIC FLOOR LEADER RECEIVES GOOD DEAL
Yogt ranch, Clyde Kluckholm
IN STATE LANDS AND
of Princeton University and
FREE PUBLICITY
L. E. Hatley, cattleman, moin
Ramah
from
tored
Tuesday,
SANTA TE; N. M., April 14. The
covering the 160 miles in 8

'
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Really Good
Sundaes!
.

For a truly good fountain
try as I -

THE
"SAY

SHOP

CANDY
IT

WITH

f

ser-Tie- e,

A SUNDAE"

lease of 100,000 acres of Quay county

year in case no well is drilled, has resulted in considerable criticism of the
iction of the state land commissioner.
Parties who have investigated the
deal say that it parallels deals similar
under previous republican administrations, which have been Bever
ly criticised by the democrats in their
: ..;
last two campaigns. State Senator Zinn, who was demo
cratic floor leader in the last senate,
and one of the party leaders, came to
Santa Fe early this week-an- d
after
two days here, it was announced by
the land commissioner that the .100.- 000 acres of land had been leased to
the democratic leader at a price of
$1,000 for the first and second years
of the lease. ,
' The
prevailing price on leases heretofore made by the land office, has
been five cents an acre, which wolld
have made Senator Zinn's lease cost
him $5,000 a year instead of $1,000
for each of the first two years of the
lease.
The state land department has issued a statement in which it says
there is no provision in the law requiring a minimum price of five cents
an acre on oil and gas leases, but per
sons familiar with the oil land leasing game say that in view of the increased oil activity in the state that
there are many persons who would be
glad to obtain state leases at even
five cents an acre and that it would
seem to be an especially opportune
time for the state to make as much
money as possible out of the state
leases instead of letting them out to
favored democratic noliticians at much
less than prevailing prices of the last
:
few months.
Several years ago, it is pointed out,
when there was little oil activity a
deal as was made to Zinn might have
been a good one, but now with oil operators as busy as bees in the state,
it would seem that the. state could get
a much higher figure than it did Jot
its Quay county land. Private lands
are known to have commanded a much
v
Kierher lease rate.
There is some talk that the lease to
Zinn will be attacked if it is allowed
to stand, but this report could not be
"
confirmed.
V
In this connection, it is said that
made
to
been
have
leases
of
a number
democratic politicians in tno recoe
vhIIav on Pecos valley land that has
caused considerable comment. These
leases have been at the uniform price
of five cents an acre, wnereas,
anid. under Drevious republican admin
istration many leases were made at
the rate of five cents an acre for-- the
first year and 10 to "15 cents an acre
for the second and third years,
David Chavez,
attorney for the
innH (fonnrtment. in a statement Sat
nrdav reblied to criticisms of the Zinn
i
lease, in which he said: , ;
pi h
"Chapter B oi.tne laws minimum
states explicitly that the
rental for a state lease for mineral
;
purposes shall he $100."
about the complaint made to
tho, land commissioner, Justiniano
five
Baca,that the minimum charge isleases
sna on arrA for oil and tras
inon state lands, Chaves reffered all w which
quiriers to a copy oi ine minimum
he alleges establishes a
the amount
charge without specifying
"
, v
of bind. ' "There Is nothing In the report that
five cents is the minimum legai
"and
charge per acre," said Chaves,
k. 1., leave with the land commis
sioner to fix the conditions ,which he
shall deem for 'the best interests ox
tho state." . '
is stated by wo iano omce
Itvfefoa
to- - anconrara oil develop
has given it out that
ment Ifce
five rfct wU be
ai sVMf Tatumeert si uo aw--
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Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your
--

Worry

It meant you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and Invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
"
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Our work is quality work
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end notice of any changes' in these
rules should have been given to the

Just
Plain Quality
Made for
who don't want
people

to throw away their money to
g
pay for premiums, fancy
stunts or other expensive
frills just good baking powder
sold in full pound packages at a
fair price. It never faiht
saver-tisin-

Write for
-i-

64-ps- w

Cook Boole

t't FREE!

Rumford Chemical Works
East

St. Louis,

111.

state lands for oil and gas developments to State Senator A. L. Zinn of
Quay county at a 'price of $1,000 for ic..
,;
the frist year, $1,000 for the second
12:00 Brief but important meeting
year and $100 a section for the third of the full church body.

;

Parity ii the basis of our really
food sundaes! Made of the
par eat and most wholesome ingredients, the purest of flavors
and aO the latest sanitary iav
prerements in our fountain dispensary fives you an assurance
of true goodness.

than

?

1

hours of easy driving. Mr. Vogt
who is custodian of Inscription
Rock, a national monument,
lays the road via Grants, San
Rafael and the Rock is in good
condition and fully posted all
"
the way.

'

public. If there are other leases of
this sams nature, tho public should be
advised; it ie of little interest to the
people of this stats to know to whom
the leases are sold, but at that price
and why some can benefit by modification of the published rules, while
others must pay the established price,
fice, the last set of rules published is the paramount question. It is al
1918 rate.
,:;
were effective February 1, 1922, en- ways an eaay matter to accuse the
On beef steers the price at South titled "Rules of the State Lend Of. other fellow of a "pull" and "graft"
St. Paul in January, 1923, was $6.75. fice Governing the Issuance of Leases when you are caught with the goods.
per hundred pounds, or 50 cents less
than in January, 1913, although the
price was $7.35 in July, 1922. The
rate from Aberdeen, S. D., was 36
cents in January of this year, or 12 Vs
cents more per hundred pounds than

PU. will meet at 7 P. M.
Evening Worship, 8 P.M. Theme:
"What Does it Mean to be in the King-d- o
of Heaven?"
We shall be very glad to have you
worship with us.
There will be preaching at the Shaft
in 1913.
T;.
.
No. 5 Sunday afternoon at 2.
You are cordially invited to be pre
On lambs the price at South St
; v- sent.
Paul in January, 1923, was $14.25 per
hundrede pounds, which was $6.16, or
January,
CHURCH IN CHRIST : about 90 per cent, above the this
year
' 1918, price. In January of
, (Congregational)
the freight rate from Redf ield, S. D.,
hunwas only 144 cents higher per
LEWIS A. STARK. Minister
dred pounds than in 1913.
"THE COMMUNITY CHURCH"
On hogs the price at South St Paul
in January of this year was $8.21, or
' 9:45 Junior Church' School with
a $1.09
per hundred pounds more than
fine reeKbf motion pictures; a brief in
1913,
although the price was as
Rev.
R.
R. Shoemaker; and
talk by
as $9.42 six months ago. The
the monthly mission talk by Dr. Len- - high
rate from Mitchell, S. D., in January
na E. Clark, Sunday School Mission- of
this year was 15 cents per hundred
; ?
ary Superintendent. ,
pounds higher than in 1918. Railroad
10:00 Church School with classes Data, March 28.
,
for all ages and needs. If you are not
going elsewhere you are invited to our
"Modern, progressive, efficient school,
training lor Christian character." ; ;
11:00 Morning Worship with the
sermon by Rev. R. R. Shoemaker of
Tucson, Ariz., Assistant Congregational State Superintendent who will
later succeed Dr. Heald as State Superintendent. Mr. Shoemaker has been
pastor of some of our best churches.
He is a man pf commanding personality; ' with aggressive, progressive
ideas and has a splendid message. This
is his .first visit to Gallup. Be sure
to hear and greet him. Special mus
B. Y.

.

The most important tinjl thiaj for you to do is
to be READY FOJl OPPORTUNITY Ready money

More

S

Sunday, April 22
Bible School, 9:45 A. M.
Morning Worship, 11 A. M. Theme:
"The Easter's Concern for the King-

it ciirca Votje

nan!i
State
Gallup
To
Have
Cents"
Teach Your Dollars

E CLASS, Pastor

",

,
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7:30

"Worth While" Serive,

turing the great filming of

fea-

Shakes-

peare's immortal drama: "The Merchant of Venice." Rev. R. R. Shoemaker will give the brief evening
Good music. This is the "Ser
and Worth
vice that is different
While. Try it "
9:00 Dr. and Mrs. Stark will be
host and hostess at an informal reception in honor of Rev. R. R. Shoe-makin the church auditorium and
parlors, immediately after the "Worth
While" Service to which all are invited. Mrs. F. L. Evans and Mrs. T.
C. Poison will preside at the punch
er

bowl.

Every Family Is Indebted To
i Every Other Family In the Matter Of
HEALTH and COMFORT
,

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

"SWAT THE FLY"

SPIRIT
Third Sunday after Easter, April 22
Holy Communion, 8 A. M.
Church School, 9:45 A. M.
'Morning Prayer and sermon, 11 A.

Mfl

AND READ

THE GALLUP HERALD

NEWS

(Herald Correspondence)
The Y. M. C. A. was literally pack
ed Friday night, April 13th. with ci
tizena from far and near, to witness
the comedy "School Mam," presented
by some of our most talented young
people under the directio nof Mrs.
'
;
Malony.
The play depicted very nlainly the
many difficulties and discouragements
the early school teachers had to contend with and endure some fifty or
more years ago. These were the days
when our grand-motheskirts contained, enough cloth, that today, would
furnish enough material to make four
modern girls six dresse, and then leave
enough fragments to piece a bed quilt,
if anyone now does such work. In the
play those old fashions were brought
Deck lor a.while and also the old ways
of living and talking.
Mrs. R. M. Rhyne took the part of
Kate ueil, the bchool teacher, ana she
had fastidious persons to contend with.
The pupils had even accused her of
burning the school house, and one of
her girl pupils also claimed she was
partial to one of the large boy stud
ents. Mr. Trueblood and Jonnie Ma- chaw sustained Mrs. Bell and discovered Jonnie Grump had burned the
building. The following was the cast
.
of characters in the play:
Kate Bell, teacher,. Mrs. R. M. Rhyne
Mr. Trueblood, ...Barney E. Williams
Schofield
Mr. Asher,
-- Miss Fan
Mr. Underton,
J.Lue Sprik
Mrs. Underton, ...Miss Coral Elkhart
Marly Underton, .Mrs. A. L. Williams
Mrs. Grump. ...Miss Hattie Beekman
Jonnie Grump, ,j..--Loui- s
Kelsey
Earl Hutchison
Milt Harmon,

FAMOUS DRAMA, "THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS,"
TO BE PRESENTED AT CHAUTAUQUA
Dramatization of Harold Bell Wright's Beloved Romance of the Ozark Mountains to Ba Presented on Third Night An Exceptional Cast Coached by Elias Day of Chicago.
V
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Trueblood, ,
Richard Vanderwagon
Mr. MachaW, ...Miss Mary Beekman
The Zuni band gave selections between acts, adding to the enjoyment
of the evening.
,
Mrs. R. M. Rhyne gave a card party Saturday evening in honor of he?
cousin, Miss Helen DeWitt and
Minnie

.

friends, of St John, Arizona. There
were just enough present to fill two
tables, giving each guest an opportunity to enjoy the evening to the fullest
extent. Five hundred was the favorite game and Miss Gertrude Scheele
and Earl Hutchinson held the distinction of being tho champion player, Delicious refreshments were served dur.
, ...
;
ing the evening.
Some men go wrong by worshiping
the golden calf: others by worshiping

!'
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( "The Shepherd of the Hills" will be a feature attraction the third night at Chautauqua this year. This delightful.
American play, dramatized from Harold Bell Wright's famous story, Is to be presented with scenic equipment by the
Ellas Day Players, of Chicago. A picked cast of experienced people, selected and personally coached by Mr. Day, will,
"The Shepherd of the HIIIb" Is a play of the Ozark mountains. The characters, some rough end
give the production.
lawless, othnrs of finer instincts, are typical of the strong, spirited pioneers who established the outposts of civilized
life in the wild, new lands of the West. Dramatically real, with passages of idyllic beauty, is this story of their friend'
;..,;;.;
ships, their loves, their feuds.
His productions are solid and dignified, and
Ellas Day is perhaps one of the best known Eastern
through his professional standing ha Is able to secure the best and cleanest of American plays for Chautauqua presentation.
;

'"

actor-producer- s.

'

FIVE HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENTS
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Senator A L Zlnn.
young man wits a taste for political
ia ivponva to asye sec
Businau lUnafr and Auistant EJitor icaovrauip,
and from the New Uexico state land
Assistant
Manager.
and
MininixiWMF an nil
Editor
mm 100..
ior a consider
Sufrin Undent Mechanic! Department 000 acres of state land
ation of 11,000, or one cent per year.
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SPEED MANIACS
Every newspaper in Chmtendom
let-u- p
warn people as 10
any
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owners woo tease utem ior
deliver- - uir to uetr
SUnatar 7inn la a Laoder of the defa
ocratic party. He was an aspirant for
w its nomination tor congress m vrzt.
unh and euarr year With
T. Rannatt. Carl Haffa and
A. killed a few A.others,
he led the
regressive"
or rerorra wing ox uw iuowBenie
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only one to meet with painful
iTcary isn't the
a.hup.
o autombile jama and

bcause

and
An

futomobile is a piece of assembled macWnery. It ha no eyes,
if -- ct s human intelligence directs.
driven auWbifcover the brink of the Grand
as he can motor smoothly
CaS" of Arizona just as easily hour
if s all in the human
an
miles
five
boulevard at

drift

that charged by the state
ior suca wases aarms; we
be-

lower than
land oilice

contmlly

as a result of automoDiie
. ...areiuenuvmA
Thousands oi innocent cnuureu
by automobiles. Thousand.
each and every year. a. w
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1822, which sooght the
defeat of the "old ran" of demo
cratic leaden.
Mr. Zinn was an advocate of the
1091
law rwnlitinr atata land oil
leases and supposed to require a higher annual rental to be charged than
had been secured before for the state.
Some lawyers hold that this 1821 law
actually does require a higher rate of
rental than Senator Zinn is reported
to be oayina-- for his lMAOO-acr- e

vE33

ClWlal ttU
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as a waste of people's substance and
carsT and in the twinkling of an eye, the crash, and
an outrage upon our school children
and buggy, whose partimony was thus alleged to
Tnldendays. when we went about with horse
us-t- here
is no be menaced, if not worse.
sense
helping
If the report of the lease made to
we had the advantage of horse
mechan-icaTsen- se
Sananr 7.1nn ia trne. and the defense
in the mechanism of an automobile-j- ust
a horse U run made
terms by the
... attorneySIfor
.. I of its..
It is next to an impossibility to forcematter
drive
to
omce seems tu J..11
tne
xuuy wuuhi
land
an
is
It
easy
living being.
the report, then opinion has changed
Ltomobile ove? an innocent child, or crush the life out of in
1,
fashion since
a
'

9

2

January

striking

nytLerislatures and town" and city governing bodies attempt
may
to regulate traffic by certain laws so that life d property
laws
certain
have
and
town
city
be safe. Every State, county,
these laws were obeyed
for the regulation of traffic, and if Because
people will not
there would be but few accidents.
Our police
systems.
maintain
we
police
obey the laws is why
our laws.
of
enforcing
the
for
purpose
are
kept
departments
no
need oi
be
would
If people would obey our laws there
our
duty-othe
it
Then
is
maintaming police departments.
our
tax
money
of
police departments to enforce the laws. Part
laws may be enour
that
departments
to
police
support
goes
beenforced
should
laws
our
true,
forced. These things being
G. MacAdoo's
William
that
noticed
we
Only recently
car was halted by a "speed cop," and Mr. MacAdoo paid aa
fine. We have also noticed that William Jennings Bryan
a fine.
car was halted by a "speed cop," and Mr. Bryan paid
to
comes
when
it
immune
one
is
no
because
We mention this
Wa mention such to snow
citizens violate
that if our richest and most highly respected
law as any of
to
the
amenable
as
are
our laws that they
just
our humblest and poorer citizens. If any of our officers violate our laws they are just as guilty as any who may have
never taken an oath to upnoia ana eniorce our mw.
The traffic laws are being vio
are
Automobiles
exceeding the speed limit
lated every day.
corners
in violation oi iremc
are
Cars
"cutting"
every day.
1
Am
Cam a ro ma Inner street crossings without even
so much as giving an alarm no sound from the auto horn to
announce an approacning car. iars are pwns pi.eu u
and if the traffic and speed limit laws are not enforced we
might as wen ao away wim our ponce uepainueuwj auu
f

x

f, I

block.

The wing of the democratic parry
Mr. L. N. Cary isn't the only one account of automobiles to which Mr. Zinn belongs was partiactive and bitter in criticizing
will meet with disaster on
when cularly
the action of the former state land
rSmfog into each other. No matter how careful we are
mmmfaainnar ' a rennhlican. tor let
danger comes because ting
arfreet, or driving a car.orthe
state oil leases at bargain countof
their
control
have lost
thereTre those who are careless,
rates.
er
They decried such practices
another

-

,

19Z3.

oil lease at one
If a 100,000-acr- e
cent an acre was a "public scandal";
in 1921 and 1922, when issued by a
republican land commissioner, is it
a righteous act when issued in 1923
by a democratic land commissioner to
a democratic parry leaaer oi me re
form" branch of tne party i
Whatever tne answer may ov w
question is pertinent
There was a time when state oil
leases were valueless. Men who wanted to find oil secured some leases and
by laying out hundreds of thousands
of dollars, started a general search
for oil in this state. Thus they made
the state land oil leases valuable. A
state land oil lease in HCKiniey coun-..1.- 1
i..f Mnvtmlwr for 17.50 an
acre. It was sold at public auction
As the leases became vaiuame, speculators sought them eagerly. Many
out of
speculators have made money
these leases.
Senator Zinn, if he U a good business man as he is a reform politician,
should be able to make some very nice
e
lease
money out of his 100,000-acran acre.
of state land at one-ceBut where does the state get otli

Bait Schaftacr ft

Plenty of Style; plenty of value
in Hart Schaf fner & Marx
Spring Suits
want both; youll get both
YOU We specialize in these
things that you want and need
.

.

You'll like the Norforks,
the sport suits, the 2, 3, and 4
button sacks You will like the
extra value at
most

o

..

"When a man speaks on his own
his ut-tn whether
i
.
nou i. hiuwudivh
terance is justifiable and reasonable
ne
speaw,
is hot difficult. But wnen
and prints as the representative of an
asociation it is important to learn
something about his organization. ,

....

$45.00

ti k
- tit
..4t.M. .Mil Atnyamfofltinna
ASSUCUIMVIia
Amevery kind and character exist in
erica. The average man knows nothading about any of them. His mail
vises him that this and that organisation has been formed to prevent the
goblins from getting him, his rights,
liberties, his property. He has no
means of ascertaining who has contributed the necessary funds to send the
He
pamphlets which crowd his maiL
almost regrets that his is a land which

ve

It was very noticeable that after the accident of last Sat
Mr. L. N. Cary to the hospital wun ootn
urday night that sentonfn
fhof
w Hn'vprs were extremelyr careful when
kmmw
VI
UOIIVU
aiJAIO
crossing streets. If it takes a serious accident to one of our
and leading citizens to cause auto drivers to come to
valuable
'
their senses and exercise due care in crossing streets, or to properly observe our traffic laws, then they can obey such laws
every minute oi every aay. .
Mr T. K. rnrv mav be a criDole durinsr the remainder of ..,.hkuii freedom of SDeech and
his life. All on account of carelessness. There are others freedom of press.'
among us on the waiting list for just such, maybe to meet death "Public opinion is the final arbiter
on account of carelessness.
in a Democracy, u may oe ngm,, iv
y

THE MEN'S SHOP

it
may be wrong. It will be rightwill
exact knowledge. It
be wrong if it has been created out
of false facts and prejudiced opinion.
Cities that can afford a hired and paid fire fighting de
ar SlJM3'freiffht stations in
partment do not employ any means of waking up the dead the United States, 39,029 of which
when a fire breaks out tne aiarm is tumea m ior me Biauou have agents, while 45JKS4 oo not, ac
wanted and people living next door to the station are the only cording to the Bureau of Railway
notice the hustle of the fire fighters going to. the Economies.'
ones who

210 Coal Avenue

"FIRE IN THE OLD HOME TOWN"

tw

may
fire. In towns where volunteer fire companies fight fires some
means of alarm must be employed in order to get the volunteer
members up and going. Such means of alarm also notifies property owners so that they may help, if help is needed. Usually
no help is needed. The volunteer fire fighters get on the job
as quickly as possible and often the visitors are in the way.
But, up to date, no means of preventing sighters and visitors
xat fires has been invented. There is no known remedy to keep
crowds away 'from fires. And, it is a funny fact that more
people go to fires at night than to fires in broad open day
time. Many people get up, half dress, or no dress, some go
barefooted, without hat or wrap, rush pell mell, excited and
out of breath, and ninety-nin- e
per cent of them don't even
know where they are going nor what they are going for just
.going as fast as legs and excitement can carry them.
We have no objections to people going to fires. Women-yo- ung
and old go without powder, paint or rats. Old men go
without their specks and are able to see perfectly. Youngsters
of both sexes crowd dangerously near only to be commanded
by the fire chief to stand back. If by chance, a stream of water
soaks them, they take it as a compliment, and this furnishes a
topic for society chatter till the next full moon. All this is
passing strange and no one can tell why. Meet your fellow-ma- n
next day and you are greeted with "Did you go to the fire
last night?"- Should you answer in the negative, you are just
as likely be daubed: "Well, where were you?" Or, "You
,
stupid man.
And all this is life probably the only time, that society
nixes and mingles without so much as a smile or sneer, or
d
whether one is of the
or of the silken variety.
-

corn-brea-

..

the whistle for engine No. 1, then Albuquerque should have it.
' '
The Albuquerque Herald's editorial last paragraph:
A few weeks aflro The Herald gave notice of the effort of
"If we beat Los Angeles to it, with our 70 miles of railroad
Albuquerque to secure the San Juan Basin railroad. We called against that city's 1,000 miles, we will have to hurry."
attention to an editorial which appeared in the Albuquerque
Journal. We now notice another editorial, this time in tne Al
TUT, TUT, BUT NOT "KING TUT": We arise to a point
V
of personal privilege: And with meekness, with almost bash.
buquerque Herald.
Th Journal editorial made it aoear that the Los Angles ful timidity, would ask if all those "Investigating Committees"
avndicate had made a failure and that Albuquerque could get created and appointed by the last New Mexico Legislature are
the road; that Albuquerque had kept hands off up to the time, still in existence, and if so, are they as anxious to "investigate"
apparently not wanting to"' interfere witn liauup's cnaces to as ever? Of course, all those "Investigating Committees"
.."v;
'.
were to "investigate" doings of Republicans.
get the road.
But, they could
The editorial in the Albuquerque tieraia is piain enougn. "investigate" Democrats, that is, if really necessary perhaps.
and Albuquerque is going State Senator A. L. Zinn, Democratic floor leader of the last
Aibuquerque wants the road,
'
State Senate, is credited with having secured a very attractive
after the road.
Albuaueraue has never believed that the San Juan Basin State land lease, so attractive that the State school fund will not
road would be built from Farmington to Galup. ' Now that the receive a number of dollars and cents for which State lands
road seems to be an assured thing from Farmington to Gallup were so set aside. It may be alright, but there is no harm in
Albuquerque has become somewhat excited, and is going asking a question, especially since our schools are the beneafter that road. From now on it win be "tm to Albuquerque." ficiary of our State lands.
Had Albuquerque believed from the first that the Los Ange
, ,
les people really meant to build that road from Farmington to
INSULTED: Hon. John W. Wilson, chairman of the SenGallup, Albuquerque would have been busy from the first. The ator Bursum reception committee, issued a nurcfc'er of invitastatement that Albuquerque kept hands off, not Wanting to in- tions to citizens inviting them to be present at tha thsa Kr. Ears
terfere with Gallup's chances to get the road, is bunk pure saa arrived in Albusuerque.
Amonjr the raany invitation;)
bunk. The situation has become a tragedy and will wind u? jb xi fcsuei oss Wu
to tha Tery and Alwty i
IIoa-- ;
acomedyv- cntle and LtacntjiU D. S. (whatever b. etmdi for). TTi
V. A. It. H. LD.
If Albuquerque can get that road with Sidney. Weil's
air, after the Los Anelei. syndicate has secured everythir tut with his b. s. cooplistnti.

MONEY VS. HOT AIR
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Sunday tTUmoon wfcilt the st-I- S
and deputies were taking it easy
strenuous oay or the Saturday be- xore, ana wnue tne prohibition oizt
cere were feeling that all was well,
some one noticed a crowd comir up
the street which soon developed Jinto

sier
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senator

and

r

vsKtZM we shall give demorxtriilarj
ei rmcio at 110 East Green street

1i.lt change is due to the increea
bad . effect of inductance from

In

telephone and electric wires in our
present location.
In homes where we have placed the
ALTA INDOOR AERIAL SET, we
find it working without scarcely any
interference xiom static, although the
static period is with us. Tuesday night
early, before nine o'clock, good concerts were heard from the following
cities.' Minneapolis, Minn., Ames,
Iowa., Witchtta, Kan., Kansas City,
St. 'Louis, Denver, Dallas, Tex., Ft.
Worth, Tex., Omaha, Nebr., and Los
The ALTA has proven its
Angeles.
worth and we shall be glad to demonstrate it in your own home, or, come
listen to it in ours.
Phone 207 or 246, or write us for
demonstration or Information concerning .. this exclptionaly good radio
phone. No outside wires to bother
with. Set without accessories, $150.
YERSIWS RADIO & ELECTRIC
SHOP, Exclusive Agents :

,
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:
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Dr. A. H. DeLong, county health
officer,
reports that the smallpox
situation in the county shows no new
cases with exception of one case at
All cases still under quar
Thoreau.
antine are practically out of danger.
0
,
Chas. Iehl is having his stock room
and private business office
ed. Mr. Iehl will carry the biggest
stock of Nash car carta In the south
west. He also carries parts for other
makes of cars especially for Dodge
cars.
.

something more than just interesting.
CI czzh
A dishwasher from one of the down
town restuaranta had a NavaJo In.
dian in charge and was bringing him
La C.2 tzrtx
to jail. Approaching Sheriff Myers
Your-eyes- ,
like your teeth,
lTEIGLETQ.
the
prohibition officer
should be examined at least once
t
told, the sheriff that the Indian was
cause they are so sensitive to
the We
drunk and to lock him up. Whereupon
a.
various strains.
print hand bills, dodgers, her
sweet
the Indian told it that the dishwasher
store
and
such.
all
'But
alds,
posters
Your doctor will tell you that
had sold him the liquor that made him
when an advertisement is placed in
they are the most delicate ordrunk and to lock him up, too. Henry
The Gallup Herald it is not thrown
of the body and at the
gans
McDermott, W. R. Jennings and C. C.
away, but read by at least three peosame time the most abused.
Poe were present and all this chatter
benefit
ple for every subscriber,.
Many people complain of
furnished information that led to
headaches when the real source
other information. Leo Leaden and
Dr. F. J. Wadford, a Chiropractor
of the trouble can be placed dirCity Marshall W. P. Diggs joined in
practioneer, who has been located at
ectly to defective vision.
and soon all were on the trail of a
St. Petersburg, Florida, is in Gallup.
When this is corrected in time
and will locate here for the practice
still. The still was found on a stove
no ill effects result But many
and boiling with Feleciano Chaves in
of his profession.
people continue to put off takcharge. A quantity of moonshine and
ing care of their eyes until the
The
the
Rex
in.
was
Chaves
some mash
taken
weekly program for
optical nerve becomes strained
which
The
Theatre
was lodged in Jail to await Monday
appears in
Gallup
and weakened to such an extent
MOVEMENT
week
Herald every
is one of the first
morning court for Judge Schauer, at JANUARY CAR
that the eye is irreparably damwhich time he was given a fine of
things looked for by Rex patrons.
AND LOADINGS HIGH
i
aged,
i
1128.50 and 60 days in iail.
Have your eyes examined at
Fred
is
Nets
very
The itorv of the Indian having
along
getting
per day,' which
your first opportunity. Our
Freight
well after an operation on his right
BUCK MOORE
brought his liquor from the dishwash means the average dally movement
charges are reasonable.
had
a
removed.
foot,
er could not be vertiied.
growth
having
of all freight cars was 25.8 miles in The funeral of Buck Moore was held
?
o
;
January of this year according to a Wednesday afternoon and attended by
is back on the Job
Mrs.
Till
Lillian
PARKE SELLARD
JOHN W. CHAPMAN
special report of the Bureau of Rail- a
com- at the C. N. Cotton Company place as
a
number
many
people,
great
was
This
than
Economics.
RECEITES APPOINTMENT way
higher
ing from the Zuni mountain section stenographer.
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
the average movement in the same where
Mr. Moore had lived and where
Only the largest and best comHon. John W. Chaoman has been month in any of. the four preceding he had so
Post Office Banding
many warm and true panies are represented by this agency,
appointed by he War Depatment to years.
friends. The funeral was under the assuring your of prompt and satisfac' New Mexico
loaded
of
tons
The
freight
y
Mctun-leaverage,
Gallup,
the position of chairman lor
of the Order of Elks of which tory settlement in cue of loss. Chas.
auspices
and
revenue,
freight
examj
county for the purpose of
W.
At Same Stand for Past Five
includes the loading of he was a member, with membership in 248. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone
ining and passing upon applications per car, whichtons
Adv.
Albuquerque Lodge.
of
this
in
29
was
"r
January
. Years
of applicants to Citizens Training car,
V. B. Clark read from John
Rev;
who are between the year, according to the same report. 14: 1 to 17, and spoke
Cantos.
Any
on the
the
The
Chevrolet
brieftly
reports
agency
of
in
the
We
any
ages of 17 and 24 can apply to Mr. This was higher than same-monttheme: "Faith in God and Jesus sale of touring cars, one to Juan Marthe
Chapman for any information, or to past four years for
Chirst, our Savior, is Chirst's remedy cus of Coal Basin; one to L Lee of
1921.
secure aoDiicanons. rne war de with the exception of January,
for a troubled heart"
Mentmore; one to Ashcroft Bros., of
28. '
HO' FOR CHAUTAUQUA,
partment maintains free training mil- Railroad Data, March
Vincent Yeager delivered a touching Ramah.
o
citibenefit
of
for
the
MAY 4, 5, 6, 7 AND 8th
and eloquent oration, to the memory
itary camps
am
f
JARAMILLIO-REISECto
V
zens). The training is free. Apply
of a departed Brother Elk.
is worth having it
If
property
your
the office of Mr. Chapman in Gallup
The Gallup Chautauqua season
Appropriate music was furnished by is worth being protected by an insurfor any information, or for application Tuesday evening, April 17, David W. U. and N. A. Wilson, and Mes- - ance policy
written by this agency. opens on Friday May 4th and it looks
blanks.
Jaramillo and Miss Helen Reiseck dames H. E. Phenecie and Louis Roat. "Do it now." Phone, call or write. from the program received in advance
'
0
were married, Judge John Schauer "Buck was
i
square." Such expres Chas. W. Davis Insurance Agency, by those in charge that the series
Buckets
Undersheriff Leo Leaden was plac officiating. Dave Jaramillo is one of sed in eloquence by his personal 203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248 Adv. will be the best put on in years. The
emmen.
was
He
our
good young
ed under arrest by Night Marshall
greatest variety of entertainments are
friends, and as said to his brother
Louis Silva Tuesday night on a charge ployed at the Gallup post office up to Elks, told of the-- confidence they held
Next Thursday and Friday there set out in the program. From orchesof violating the automobile speed U April 1. being laid off on account of of their brother in life as well as in will be a great Tury' 'at the Rex thea- tras to the single entertainer, with one
mit. Mr. Leaden explained that he ruling of the Post Office Department, death.
tre. Our old and very much apprec- - celebrated dramatization on Sunday
G. SHAIiSLO
had received a telegram from the to await the forthcoming annual bud
latea screen inena, uoroiny uisn, win (May btnr nignt. The number and
A
widow
and
the
children
mourn
sheriff of Santa Fe county asking that get. As distributing clerk Dave prov- loss of one whose
variety will reach from those internever be be in this "Fury."
can
place
Mrs:
The
most
efficient.
ed
watch
young
the sherriff of McKimey county
esting to children, to those who may
Hardware
Furniture out
friendhave
filled. Friends
lost a
for an automobile and parties Jaramillo is a very pretty girl, and friends
or may not be, "the intellectuals," as
are the highest treasure of all
of
R.
Rev.
R.
Tucson,
Shoemaker,
we
extend best wishes.
wanted in Santa Fe. At 12:30 Mr.
well as those who are affected most by
human
as
Dr.
succed
who
will
Heald
Anzona.
possessions.
Leaden learned that an automobile
All on account of a dispute over a Congregational State Superintendent, the emotional and sentimental, the
KIWANIS CLUB NEWS
answering the description of the car
hog, so it is said. There is more be will conduct services at the Congrega musical numbers supplying the desires
as described by the Santa Fe sheriff
hind this
than an argument tional church this Sunday at 11 A. M. of the latter two.
TIIOItEAU NEWS
was passing thru Gallup, he made a At the Kiwanis luncheon at White over a calamity
There are three stunts which ought
We trust that all will
hog.
dash for the car. The case was drop Cafe banquet rooms Thursday, Dr. J. come out in the trial of the one chare
to crowd the house each time that
Mr.
Leaden.
the
Del Arcy, manager of
fW. Stofer won the attendance prize ed with .taking the life of a valuable
(Herald Correspondence)
ped against
Gallup they are given. "The Inexcusable Lie
Grays, reports that the ball game at of the Centuries" by "Private" Hargiven by Mike Kirk, a very pretty sil- citizen.
Mrs. Ben E. Harvey returned home
Mrs. Hattie Ford, seamstress at the ver medal, hand made Indian design,
old Pete, author-soldie- r,
"The
"Buck was square." Buck has gone Tohatchi last Sunday gave the Grays
the game. Next Sunday, April 22, the ard of the Hills" by Elias Day Shep
Wednesday of last week from Kan- Crown Point Indian school, died Sun- with the big K set with turquoise.
to his reward.
Playsas, where she has been visiting for day at St. Mary hospital after sevNext Thursday's luncheon will be
Gallup Grays will play St Michaels. ers and the The Jago-Sla- v
Orchestra,
tne past month.
700
in
foot
No.
5
the
blood
at
Shaft
with
enjoyed
Men
eral days suffering
poi
"Ministrel
of tne Balkans," playCARD OF THANKS
Mr. J. D. Potts is here from Gallup son. She was 48 years oi age. She had level. L. J. McElwee says that this
Miss Adeline Ortez has resigned her ing their music as well as speaking
be
an
of
the
act"
Crown
Point
will
vuiunar.
been employed at the
"underground
We desire to express our sincere and position with the J. C. Penney Com only their language, all in costume.- A dance was given-a- t
o
store and has accented a oosl- the Navajo school for the last two years. The re- Kiwanis Club, and he hopes that all heartleft thanks for the kindness and nanv
.
Theatre Saturday night. Music was mains were shipped to her former will enjoy the time of their lives.
extended us during our re- tion at the Gibson store.
WARNING
sympathy
cent bereavement in the death and
xurauned by tne High School Orches home at Whiting, Kans., for burial.
NEW HOTEL
H. I. Marshall, manager of the Gal
tra of Gallup. Every one reported i
burial of our beloved husband and
All
driving automobiles.
Sheriff Jose Tondre of Valencia
and only trust, if the heavy lup J. C. Penney store, is away to at cars or persons
splendid time.
father,
trucks
without
drivers license,
build27
hotel
new
brick
room
The
was
take
to
in
Salt
tend
at
Gallup
convention
the
county
Tuesday
Penney
hand of sorrow is ever lain on your
Born to Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Elkins,
to fine.
are
subject
Mace to Los Lunas, Mace be ing on Strong street, south of the
Tom
.
Lake
City.
shoulders, that you each may receive
April lo, a daughter.
W. P. DIGGS, Marshal
charged with the murder of Buck Roma hotel, is about completed, The the same sympathy and kindness that
Eugene Lampson and family of ing
Mike
is
of
was
the
Moore.
Los
He
to
W.
O. Champion is very ill at St.
property
Building
accompanied
has been extended to us.
Raman have moved to Thoreau. Mr.
The Carrington Motor Company.
The heating and plumbing
Lunas by "Red" Pipkin, Pipkin being
Mary hospital undergoing an operaMRS. BUCK MOORE
Lampson has accepted a position with
for Ford and Lincoln cars, reThe
McKin- - was done by Fred Wulmunder.
a
"A"
the
agency
at
of
tion
Camp
for
deputy
appendicitis.
s
And
Family.
the Thoreau Mercantile Co.
sale of a Ford coupe to Alis
the
modern.
about
hotel
will
be
'
It
new
Land
Lumber
ft
port
Company.
o
ley
' Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell and child
Ford touring car to Gal
fred
of
to open for business.
Wei
Jones;
line
shoes
have
a
complete
enready
rooms
White
The
Cafe banquet
ren of Denver Colo., arrived Thurs
,
Bank.
State
R. Willis has returned from his
Bros.
Danoff
whole
J.
for
the
lup
family.
tertained for this week, on Thursday
day night for a short visit with his long stay in Phoenix.
While there
Adv. '
and
the
Kiwanis
the
for
Club,
tonight,
.
H.
Jones.
C.
Mts.
sister,
Mrs. H. B. Kerr was in from the
his health and
Mr. Willis
The . Elks banquet
Elks of Gallup.
Mrs; Ben C. Harvey, H. D. Puraroy, looks much recuperated
Gish and Richard Barthel- Navajo mine Monday and called at
better for it He reports
Dorothy
most
of
be
will
one
the
impor
tonight
H. C Jones and Fred Berger were that he
mess in "Fury" at the Rex theatre The Herald office to renew her subput in his time painting, and
tant of all banquets for tne year.
Gallup visitors Monday.
next Thursday and Friday.
executed some fine pieces of work.
scription.
The people of this community were Mr. Willis will open a studio busi
The law firm of Martin & Chapman
shocked
Saturday morning ness in Phoenix,
greatly
will dissolve on May 1. Mr. Chapover the report received here that
man will take offices in the Page of
Buck Moore of Camp 8 at the
The town of Gallup requires drivers
buildinar. Mrr Martin will con
fice
Land and Lumber Co., was shot of automobiles to procure presonal
with offices where he has been
tinue
and instanly killed by Tom Mace. The licenses. The law applies to all 16
time.
for
some
shooting occurred over a quarrel years of age and over, uty Marabout a hog. Tom Mace was taken in shal W. P. Diggs has been busy this
v
Nfc-styles of ladies' dresses just
custody. Buck Moore was well known week collecting such licenses.
arrived at Danoff Bros. Adv.
and respected by everyone. The re. Your Ford will look twice
New stocks arriving daily to brigh
mains were taken to Gallup for burial.
Little Miss Thelma Griego, daught
ten up our summer goods. Danoff
RED BAND XmuZZmamJf
SU
with
handsome
as
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Junker were er of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Griego, is
Bros. Adv.
vtrtowna on all four
PENCIL CO. NEWYCSA.J
in Gallup Wednesday on business.
out aram after beinc laid up some
time with a sprained ankle, which she
wheels
and they'll
Mrs. P. D. Bolton and three children
E. F. Kenney has returned from his suffered some days ago in an accident
double
your past tire
have all been sick with smallpox.
her
skates.
with
long stay .in Phoenix, Arizona. Mr.
Mrs. David Jaramillo. nee Helen
Kenney looks well for his trip, show'BEST IN THE LONO RUN
Just arrived, an assortment of new
ing that he is sun baked and happy.
Reiseck, is away to Chicago on a visit
75
and
priced at
He has many Kodak snap shots of style men's caps,
Phoenix scenery which he is showing cents and up. Danoff Bros. Adv.
CARRINGTON MOTOR CO.
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PROCLAMATION

GALLUP, NEW MEX.

"CLEAN UP AND PAINT UP
WF.F.K" PROCLAMATION

WE SELL
GROCERIES

QUALITY

We Guarantee Every Article That Leaves Our Store

MONDAY and TUESDAY
SPECIALS
100 Lbs. Colorado Flour.

$4.00

50 Lba. Colorado Flour..

$2.00

25 Lbs. Colorado Flour

--

ii

'm

$1.05

WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD TO EAT

SERVICE
e.

MGtm,

v. TAr.:c:JY, rrc?.

THE PEOPLE OF THE
TOWN OF GALLUP:
Take notice that the week
beginning the 23 day of April,
A. D. 1923, is hereby designat
ed "Clean Up and Faint up
ATTORNEY H. C. DENNY
Week" by the Board of Trus
TO HIS NEW OFFICES tees
of the Town of Uaiiup,
All public spiri
Mexico.
New
Tommorow or Monday the law of
fices of H. C. Denny will be moved to ted residents of the Town of
the new rooms in the Page office Gallup are urgently requested
building. Mr. Denny will occupy the to render their cooperation in
ironc rooms xacing Kallroad avenue.
His new quarters will be among the making "Clean Up and Paint
finest equipped law offices in the west. Up Week'' a success. It is im...
o
portant both from the standEvery one who has ever followed point of appearance and sanimovie picture stars remembers Dortation that all old newspapers,
othy Gish. Next Thursday and Fribe
there
will
Rex
a
garbage, tin cans and other re
at
the
day
"Fury"
theatre and Dorothy Gish and Rich- fuse be cleaned from the back
ard Barthelmess will be in the "Fury."
yards, alleys, vacant lots and
and it is equal
thoroughfares;
George Hight has put up an awning
for the John Schauer building at cor ly important that shabby build
ner of Astec and Third street, where ing9, fences, etc., receive a coat
the Independent market has opened of
paint wherever possible.
a new place of business.
, '
IN TESTIMONY WHERE
FOR SALE 1920 Ford Roadster OF," I have hereunto set my
with starter and demountable rims, hand and caused the seal of the
in good condition. "w. .
Herald. Town of Gallup to be affixed
tx this 16th
day of April, A. D.

(JrfoxjXolfffKc

(Hi

J. F. Branson was in from Thoreau
Monday and called at The Gallup Her
ald ontee to renew nl suownption.
Read the nrorram of the EeX
tre in this issue,

thorny

TO

1923

(S2ALJ ..

S.

P. VTDAL.

Mayor
Attest: NOT A. WALDEN, .
Clerk.

fgSuUkth
LtEAGLE

HATS

In Our Stock sure Hats Suitable for Every Occasion.
Come In It Is Our Pleasure to Show Our Hata

v

PRICES REASONABLE
HEMSTITCHING AND PIC0TING

"

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

FOR QUALITY
LAUNDRY SERVICE
C. H. DIXON,

Proprietor

PHONE 197
Your Bundle Called for and Delivered. All Work
Plant at prices that
Done in a Modern,
Are Consistent with the Service Rendered
Temporary Of fice At
Up-To-D- ate
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Rates on Hay. Iilue
CC"PLAINTi
water and Toliec to Gallup, New iiex- ..
ica
In tits Instance
DISPOSITION:
exist
comDlalnt was made that
ing rata en bey carloads, Lluewater
and Toltee to UaJlup, New Mexico was
excessive and was brought to the at
tention of the (Commission, July 12th
1922 and submitted to General Freight
Agent, A. T. eV S. F. Coast lines,
asking that official Jto kindly give the
complaint favorable consideration, and
advise. After some correspondence
Asst.
between the Commission and
General Freight Acent of the A. T
A S. F. Coast lines, we were advised
that that gentlemen went over the
complaint with "Mr, Morris with re
ference to rates on nay Irom uiue
water and Toltec to Gallup, and ex
olained to him that they had just re
cently enlarged the Gallup switching
limits so that he could reach Defiance
and Dilco at which points are located
his principal customers and that Mr.
Morris expressed himself at the con
ference that he is willing to let the
matter rest until conditions necessi
tated further action. This inlorma
tion was submitted to Mr. Morris,
Feb. 6th. 1923. and he replied to the
Commission. Feb. 8th. 1923. that the
statement made by the Assistant general Freight Agent was correct and
thanked the Commission for its efforts in bis behalf and that he would
probably ask for further reduction
with this information, cause was
..
ordered closedVFeb. 10th, 1923.
CAUSE 1085
STATE CORPORATION
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COMMISSION
vs.
S. F. RAILROAD COMPANY
A. T.
COMPLAINT:
Rates on rice and rice
Mexico
products Texas to

Nil

points.
Tnis complaint
DISPOSITION:
was initiated by the Commission on
May 16, 1922, calling attention to the
Assistant General Freight Agent, A.
T. A S. F. Amarillo, Texas, to arrange
to have item 2875, Santa Fe Tariff
5896--1
amended so as to protect the
rate on shipments of rice products
C N. Cotton Co.
from points in- Group FF to New Mex
Wholesale Distributors
ico.
After some corresponence Be
Gallup tween the Commission and Mr. Gall
lagher's office we were advised on
June 15th, 1922, that rate in item 2875
of Santa Fe Tariff 5896-- 1 to Stations,
Raton, Springer, Las Vegas, Santa Fe,
Kennedy,
Albuquerque, Helen, San
Marcial and San Antonio would be re
duced to a dollar per cwt., and that
changes would be made in other items
as soon as it is determined what applito be given to the general
Sheriff Lou cation is cent
Some weeks
reduction upon rice to
Last Saturday the sheriff's Myers took ago of a stray ten perdestinations.
This information
charge
other
office was notified that six bar car, a Dodge, found parked was submitted to the jobbers of tne
rels of TNT had been placed in back of the Delmar hotel. Mr. State, advisins: that the rates com
plained of by tne commission were
China Springs. The springs Myers wrote to the Dodge fac reduced
as suggested by the Commiscar
sion, effective September 15th, 1922.
'jure about four miles north of tory and by tracing the
that the car had been de This satisfying the Commission's com
Gallup and many cattle water found
to J. Korber & Com plaint, cause was ordered closed Dec
livered
the
that
is
there. It
thought
of
Albuaueraue. then Bold ember sist, vivt.
TNT was placed in the springs pany
CAUSE 996
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Sheriff Myers Run
Down Ownership
China Springs

TNT Placed in the

the White Garage
to poison cattle, while others
Las
the
secured
Vegas, then delivered to
that
parties
say
barrels which had contained John Leatherwood of Shoe
TNT and placed them in the maker, New Mexico. It is not
known who left the car in Gal-i- s
springs to soak out. The matter!
-

Jlup.

being investigated.
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STATE CORPORATION
COMMISSION
VS.'

S. F. RAILROAD COMPANY
et al.
Rate on coal in New
COMPLAINT:
Mexico.
f"
A. T.

ft

DISPOSITION: This complaint was
initiated by the Commission on' its
own - motion against the excessive
rates on coal from coal producing
points m New Mexico to points of de
stination in New Mexico. The Com
mission submitted the complaint in
1918 to the Chairman of the ; New
States
Mexico Committee,- - United
Railroad Administration, El Paso,
Texas. calling his attention to the ex
cessive rates in effect in Mew Mexico
on coal and especially from Carthage
to Socorro and Magualena. After con
siderable correspondence With the
committee of the railroad administra
tion and when the railroads were re
turned to private ownership we re
ceived inforuation from the Traffic
Managers of the various lines that
substantial reductions had been made
at the request of the Commission and
we were also informed by letter irom
Mr. Hughton that reduction in the
rates on coal from Carthage to Socorro which satisfied the complaint of
the rates that were
Mr. Brown-ansuggested were $1.50 on soft coal and
$1.60 on slack coal. This information
was submitted to Mr. Brown, Mana
ger of the Socorro Light and Power
Company and he advisea us on juiy
3rd, 1922, that the rate, published in
of $1.50
Santa Fe Tariff No. 13132-a ton from Carthage to Socorro effective July 1st, 1922, was satisfactory, thanking the Commission for its
efforts in obtaining this reduction in
coal rates to Socorro and other points
in New Mexico, cause was ordered
closed December 81st, 1922. r
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Corpo ration Cofnin'ssica r. srtmrat
is duinj, yet this Oe?rtr.:t is one
of the most
tf aM Elte
Departments. - lion. HvS U. Wil
llama is chairman, lit. ,Zlmma is a
railroad man of a ntra&ar of years
experience as an employe of railroads.
We could eive several columns each
week as to matters handled hy this
Department Suffice it to give a few
cases to show that our State Corporation Commission is "Still on the Job,"
as follows:
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that
gentleuan on July list
they were willing to publish a rata of
$1x9 per ton on coal carloaSa wm
Dawson to French. Now Mexico. TiJs
information was robziitted to the
complainant and wt were advised by
that gentleman that tae rata sug
seated . would be satisfactory as it
meant a reduction of 63c a ton, and
thanking the Commission in its ef
forts to obtain this reduction and wttn
this information the Commission sub
mitted the matter to E. P. A S. W.
Traffic Kanager, authorising him to
publish the rate of "1.50 per ton on
coal from Dawson district to Lloyd
and French effective .on short notice
and on August 18th, we received a
recniest from E. P. A S. W. Traffic
Manager that we amend our order of
August 14th, authorizing them to publish this same rate from Dawson to
Lloyd and French which names the
rate of 11.86 per ton from uawson to
French and became effective Septem
ber 6th, and published in supplement
4 to E. P. A S. W. system, Traffic
735M NMCC No. 829 copy of which
was filed with the Commission Sep
tember 1st. The rate of $1.35 per ton
from Koehler to French became effective on August 31st ThiB information was submitted to the com
plainant which meant' a substantial
reduction on the rates as previously
in effect, and it satisfied him and the
cause was ordered closed December

11
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Now there's a Quick Quaker Oats, Mrs. HonsewKi.
It is the quickest cookinf oats in the world. .
It cooks in from J to 5 minutes, and cooks as well as aa
hour would cook it
,
Ask your grocer for Quick Quaker if you wan! this ityk.

.

-

31st, 1922.

CAUSE 1097
BIG JO LUMBER

VALENCIA COUNTY FARM AND
LIVE STOCK BUREAU
.
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difference is this: In Quiclr Quaker the oata arejrst
before flaking. They are roiled very thin and are
cooked. So the flakes are smaller and thinaer that is ad. .
. i
r
And those small, thin flakes cook quickly.

art.

That x2
All Quaker Oats are flaked from the finest grains only--just
the rich, plump, flavory oaU. All the flsyorless grains
are discarded. So we get hut ten pounds of thse cream
.
oats from a busheL
i"
That's why Quaker Oats dominates. Millions of mothers,
all the world over, insist on this extra flavor, so their
j
dren will love oats.
'
That flavor is in Quick Quaker the ssme as in regular.
Quaker. So you always get it in the style you like best

J

"I--

'.'

ReuUr Quaker OaU
Come in package at left
the style you have always
known.

0U

Come in package at right,
el

A. T. A S. F. RAILWAY COMPANY
ETL.
COMPLAINT: Rate on Lumber. Al
buquerque to Clayton, New Mexico. DISPOSITION: This complaint was
directed against an alleged excessive
freisht rate on lumber carloads, Al
buquerque to Clayton, New Mexico.
The matter was brought to the attention of the Commission October
27th, 1922. The matter was submitted to the defendant carriers and after some correspondence we were advised by letter from Traffic ManaC.
ger of the A. T. A S. F. Co., and
A S. Railway Co., that they had established joint rates from Albuquerque
and other points west of Clayton as
now. applied to Grenville, New Mexico, effective December 27th, 1922.
This information was submitted to the
Big Jo Lumber Company, which satisfied their complaint anch cause was
ordered closed, December 3lst, iva.
CAUSE 1107
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COMPANY

COMPLAINT; Rates on hay to A.
T. A S. F. Coast Line points.
DISPOSITION: This complaint was
mihmRted to the Commission on Jan,
31, 1921, asking the Commission to
on
endeavor to obtain
rates on hay to A. T. A S. F. Coast
line points: Tne compiaim was
to the Freight Traffic Manager of the A. T. A S. F Railroad
rvunnanv' saVina that he give the
complaint immediate consideration,
suggesting the the mileage whichAwas
S.
of the local rates on the A. T.
F. proper on the so called Western
actGroup where most of the traffic
in
ually moves, but it would result
general reduction to points west lev-of-,
Albuquerque and Belen where the
el of the rates is higher. After
corresoondence and a con
ference on the ground at Los Lunas
...itii tta onmnininanta and reoresen.ftve fit thn Carriers, we were ad
vised that the rates complained of on
hay and straw carloads from isieia,
u
L03 Lunas, rteien, ounmi
rone to Gallup and Defiance including nilcn is made 25 cents per hundred . nounds effective
September 11th,
.
, Bic
l'3'lz, and the rates reierreu
nnhlioVipH in Sunnlement No. 30 too A,

with the "Quick-labYour grocer has both. Be
sure to get the style you want

Tree Plantinff Day
Fcr May Second
May 2 will be tree planting
day in Gallup. Final orders
for trees must be placed with
the secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce today, Saturday.

Up to date 550 trees have been
ordered. It is recommended
that Carolina poplars, American elme, box elders, black locust or Lombardy poplars be
planted.
Attend to this matter today
Saturday.
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T. & S: F.'Tariff No. 12013-- u nmw
No. 516 and order No. 404 issued Dy
fv,Q rnmmissinn authorizinK publics'
tion of these rates and thanking the

carriers for the interest they y had
taken in adjusting rates complained
of, the same was submitted to the
Couhty Agricultural Agent on ad- 11th. 1922. end we were
vsed by letter from shippers of hay on
rate as
September 16th, 1922, that thesatisfacpublished and in' effect was
tory, thanking the commission for' its
efforts in behalf of the hay shippers
end with, this information the cause
was ordered closed uecemoer ois,
,Sep-tamb-

er

,

1922.

Catron County.

Schools Closed

unpaid

coal-Dawso- n

January

.
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F
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i

corresponthe Commission and
the Traffic liana er of the E. B. A
S. W. Railroad Company, the Com
mission
received advise fron that

SANTA FE, N. M., April 18.
-- Schools have been closed in
Catron county and many of the
teachers are holding
warrants, Miss Isabel L.
Eckles, state superintendent of
public instruction, announcea.
She sent the teachers word
Wednesday m a circuar letter
S.E.PELPHREY
that both she and the attorney
general'soffice would do all
B. P. ft 8. W. RAILWAY COMPANY
could be done to help
that
COMPLAINT:
Reaneat for reduction
o French, them. . Some of the teacnert
on the rate on
she ..was informed have net
New Uexico.
DISPOSITION: This complaint was been rtiJ tice
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Still Lower Hauling Costs
are open to every line of business
because of the present price on
Truck. This
the Ford One-to- n
' dependable form of m6tor cbr
g
livery is in general use
cost
and
at low
good
essential.
is
.
speed
Original installation in your ser--. '
vice costs so little and the sub- sequent saving in delivery cost is
so great that further delay in
One-to- n
Truck to
putting a Ford
work is needless extravagance.
List your order at once a small
down payment convenient, easy ;
'
,',
terms.,;
where-overhaulin-

.

Ford prion Jutvt tmtr btm to km
Ford guaitty loot nnvtrbotri io high
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FOLLOW THE LEADER

1

successful business maa, (here is a
disconcerting revelation of the sUnd

aaaaaiaeBBaW

Do

you remember the exiclteraent
J playing
How
j"ffl Jumped brooks, scaled fencei, and
from lofty tree limbs to foot,
ziiiur landings? ' And whit mnw.
fstlon when the long legged leader
asd his several followrs left 70a
on the brink
of s too-tottering
.
1
1
t
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ollow-the-leader- "?

American
As the
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sleeping-porc- h

describes

that orders the average

life.

TOM MARSHALL SAYSi

W says:
table, he "Bad

author Mows Babbitt

to breakfast
the bathroom fixtures,

fZ
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of the United States,

thincs said are bad enoue-h-.
are infinitely

jqu
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freedom of Ucense to iay or write
nlataieiA urifKAiif
mamI m
fhin
fhav
vhuib) nuaf wicaov if twivuv uivi esa VI
Pic- - lenl nnnonaihilitv.
to wonder
Ana we Degln
of couraa. '
ThU.
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. I if the
. .
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.
J
lures urawn ior ua oy uu somewnai m m perversion.
cynicai auinor may not, aner au. ae- serve serious thought
Certainly mo
"Han is as free today as he was in
dern life is full of set standards.
the stone age to hit his brother on the
Yet standards are not set: they are head with a bludereon. The law does
followed. What people do, not what not
sy he shall not do this thing.'
cney proiess. is reauy ue stanaara
11.11 rTof.il.
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ing, but not when
you understand who
pari for It. The tire
dealer doesn't pay

for it. The manufacturer cannot af
ford to. Chances are
it comet out of the
quality of the tire,
so, after all, you pa .
for it. None of thej
quality of Goodyear
Tires ever is iacri
ficedto''apaclaldi;
counts" or anything
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Naturally we have to conform to
1.... i
j
many standards imposed upon us by ful purpo8e hM ever been denled m
the outside world, some of which we
.
uowia(vtio va, as character
find pleasant; and others of which we Uligtens, social
economic
or
We conform to them
find irksome.
.
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v
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declaration
of
principles
adopt any ai
.
tli aw ahftAoa
Iaia as thaw sin tinr tin- ivui
The average man will exert himself vacate violence for the attainment of
greatly to do this, because it will win their ends."
the approval1 of .1Ais fellows,
out the
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during the first three years of the

lease of fll.OOO, and a minimum ton
nage requirement, commencing with
the fourth year of the lease, of 3000
tons per annum, and substantially in
accordance with the lease form set out

DB. M. M. ELLISON

.

DENTIST

-

'

Gallup

GaUap

.C'Tt'

New Mexico

THE

SDEVEE HOTEL
AND

NOTICE
STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE
Number of Application 1530
Santa Fe, N. M.. April 5. 1923
Notice is hereby given that on the
26th day of December, 1922, in accord
ance with Section 26, Chapter 49, Ir
rigation Laws of 1907 W. H. Morris
of Gallup, County of McKinley, State
of New Mexico, made formal applies
tion to the State Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit to appropriate
the Public Waters of the State of New

w

.

H.

w,

t

CilY MARKET

IN THE PROBATE COURT OF

THE OLD RELIABLE
WHERE YOU CAN GET THE

MM SMJS

"

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE DEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
We Sell Coupon Books at 10 Per Cent Discount. .Phono

HIGH GRADE

PLAYEL1

PIANO

ISO RECORDS

4

A BARGAIN FOR QUICK SALE
QUALITY

7. C SAVYinrrc?.

S2.1VIC2

pkq::z 0:1 CALL
J

ldiCOALAVE

passenger
Henry

ott

ATTENTION: Attention srteeaW
tors: Acreage for sale within two
miles of the well Just SDudded i in.
Commercial five year leases you an
not lose but little and you might make
BIG. Growing demand for this acreage has forced us to subdivide into
10 acre tracts at 1200, and $250 each.
See L. J. McElwee, or Fred Mutto.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION

Notice

RESTAURANT

NOTICE

'

FOR SALE Seven
Studebaker.
Apply to

(ZUNI)

rr

THE WHITE CAFE

ton Motor' Co.

.

Clinic Building

.

;

.

rrigVKmeriT.nd

a-- s

FOR RENT: Nice, New furnished
house for rent. Reasonable.
Inquire
504 Second Street
2Mt

DAVID SULLIVAN, Mgr..
urge uw maiiii.eiiain.Tj ox vuuse riicnw
Yet we have a surer check upon k.
v.,i.
.
ourselves than any outside force could
be overrun
80cieties that be- ZUNI, NEW MEXICO
-- n,-- n.
Cn.T tmrnJu
possioiy nave, mere is no smauesi
k. mp
doubt in pur ininds whether a certain to
our rights or so deprived
--"
a
Southwestern Motor Co.
ao r
w
w unwilling to defend them."
standards. Satisfaction inevitably
- Watson Motor Co.
lows truth. Regret inevitably follows
tnia
jUppo8ed to be a great
RUIZ eVOVERSON
Chas. Iehl
wiaencBB. ,
social service, to the doinsr of which
Attoraeys-At-LsThousrh we may and should follow I enter no protest and make no com- the crowd in many things, in many ment, other than that of the classics,
- Practice in all Courts of
others we must strike out for our-- "Beware of the Greeks bearing gifts."
New Mexico and Arizona
selves: otherwise, we will always be I do not desire anv wooden horse ad Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
WNHra TtmU"
"Wtm MW
mitted into the American Govern
just one of the crowd. from Lime Kiln Canyon and its triment."
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
butaries at a point which bears S
40 degrees 15' W., 862 feet distant
Pastor
of The Methodist Church
from the NK corner Sec. 36. T. 12
Residence 800 3rd Street
of R. 11 W., N. M. P. M., by means of
Phone No. 288.
rock diversion dam and 24 acre feet is
Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A. U
After the 20tht day of April 1923., I to be conveyed to eight acres in NW14 At
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
SW14 Sec. 30, T. 12 N. of K. 10 W.,
Will rue suit on an Koad Tax
Always kept fresh in our
N. M. P. M.. east of the A. T. ft S. F.
Tour
At
Service At All Hours.
DELINQUENTS
Rv. bv means of main canal and lat
law
8
4
to
for
and
Precincts
That's
icebox.
According
why
sanitary
erals and there used for irrigation and
(City of Gallup)
,
domestic purposes.
J. R. T. HERRERA,
most people who enjoy good,,
Any person, firm, association or
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
Road Tax Collector for
M. corporation deeming that the grant
N.
ours.
McKlnley
food
County.
tasty
prefer
DENTIST :
oe
above
wouia
of
the
application
ing
McKinley County Court House
truly detrimental to their rights in the
Office : Warm Building
2nd Floor.
water of said stream system shall file
New Mexico
Gallup
a complete statement of their objecDepartment of the Interior. United tions substantiated by affidavits with
States Land Office, Santo Fe, New he State Engineer and serve a copy on
SERVICE IS WHY
Mexico, 042440.
applicant on or before the 30th day of
NOTICE OF PREFERENCE
June, 1923, the date set for the En- RIGHT FOR COAL LEASE
to take this application up for
Notice is hereby given that pur. ?;ineer consideration unless protested.
W. BROSE, M. E.
suant to the act of February 25, 1920 In case of protested applications all
SATISFIES
(41 Stat., 37), and the regulations parties will be given a reasonable
GENERAL ENGINEERING
thereunder approved April 1, 1920 length of time in which to submit
Cents
60
Lunch
or Supper,
. Merchants
(circular No. 679), the Secretary of their evidence in detail or arrange a
PRACTICE
the Interior has, on the petition of date convenient for a hearing or ap
leasto
to
coal
all
Joseph Noce, designated a
point a referee satisfactory
Architectural Service la
big unit. No. 240, New Mexico No. IS, taka testimony. Aoaearance is not
Connection
necessary unless advised officially by
comprising iwi acres, 10 wit:
Sec 12. T. 15 N.. R. 18 W.. N. M. P. M. letter from the state Engineer.
The lease of said unit will be awarded
JAMES A. KKNt-u- ,
x
to Mr. Noce under his claim of pre
State Engineer
210H WEST R. R. AVENUE
TRADE WITH THE
'
ference right for the same, at a roy- - (162)
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,
alty of 15 cents per ton, mine'run, First Pub. April 14.
a minimum investment requirement! Last Pub. April 21.
Am CuaViay
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AT A BARGAIN: Model "D-4- 0
Mitchel Roadster in first class conditionGood Top and Curtains must
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FOR RENT Three room Modem
Apartment AddIv. Mrs. L. M. Go--

u.
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Naw Mexico

Lawyer
ateniber Bar: Supreme Court UnKaf
FOR RENT: Nice laree room.
States, Supreme Court of Naw
well lighted and ventilated. Suit.
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EXAMINATION
By a Competent Register-

AT LAW
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inparaghaph 18 of the said regula
tions. Any and all persons having adverse or conflicting claims to the said
land or any part thereof are hereby
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gaining that inward satisfaction
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far uivrc
ing of the lease for the said land.
this if he reads and believes, if he lis Otherwise such claims may be dis
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regarded in granting such lease. A.
tapMe Upon exercise on his own part. Who wrote M.
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IF Y0U3 CHILD
Is Slow in School or Shows
Any Signs of Eye Strain,
Bring Them in for an

wai
any- -

'
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COUNSELLOR

poreclain.
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non-rest-
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McKINLEY COUNTY, STATE
OF NEW MEXICO.
,
In The Matter

of the
Estate of George W. Foster,

Deceased.
No. 233
Public notice is hereby given that
the undersigned Georgia W.' Foster,
was on tne r ourtn aay 01 April i23.
duly and regularly appointed admin
istratrix of toe Estate of George w.

Foster, deceased: all Wanna havW

claims against said estate are hereby

notified to file the same with the
undersigned or Clerk of the Probate
Court within the time prescribed by
law, or same wiu oe oarrea y law.
In testimony whereof. I have here
unto set my hand.
MRS. GEORGIA W. FOSTER
(1701)

first Fob.

April 14.
Last Pub. April U.

,

hereby given that the Dart.
17 Altai a and XT
A
pie is now separated, Mr. Rouse taking over the Gallup Crushed Sand Co.
and Mr. Apple the Sinclair Oil Co.,
is

.

agency.

C

M. ROUSE,
N. C. APPLE.

STATE LAND SELECTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office Santo .
Fe, New Mexico, April 14, 1923
Notice is. hereby given that the
State of New Mexico, bv virtim nt
Acts of Congress has selected, through
this office, the following lands:
List 8878
Serial No. 046406
NENEK, : SV4 HEM, Sec. 80, T.
15N., R. 19W., 120 acres. N. M. P. M
Protests or contests aarainat. inr
or all of such selections may be filed
in tms oiiice at any time before final
approval
A. M. BERGERE,
(1737)

Firs Pub. April
Last Pub. May

21, '23
19, '23

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. '
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 22, 1923
Notice is hereby given that Beatric
C. Dubois, widow of Joaquin Dubois,
of Raman, N. M., who, on March 9,
made Homestead entry No.
1920,
039042 for Lots 1, 2, Ett NW4.. Sec
tion 18, Township 9 N., Range 14
West, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
.

above described, before U. S. Commis-sionat Raman, McKinley Co., New
Mexico, on the 8 day of May, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco
E. Ramariez. Eataban
Baca, Modesto Candelario, Eugenie
Chavez, all of Raman. New Mexico. :
er,

A.

M.

(1626)

BERGERE,
Register.

,

First Pub. March 31, 1923.
Last Pub. April 28, 1923.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santo Fe. New Mex
ico, April 5, 1923.
Notice is hereby riven that Pr-eciliano Chavez of Cubero, New Mex
ico, who on January 30, 1913, and on
August 0, 1918, - made homestead
entries, No. 017839 and 033553.
for SEK and Wft of Section 20,
Township 6 N., Range 16 W"v K.VM"
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-yeproof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner at
Seboyeta, Valencia Co., New Mexico,
on the 15th day of May, 189. ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Griart, of Grants, New L'nko;
and Victor Romero, LoopaUo CLvu
and Federcio Chares, of Cubero, Kr3
ar

Mexico.

First Pub.
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being arranged. Watch
dates and places.)

How coon will there bp
an ARCOLA famine? "
DO
' 5,CCO

bc3-ocR-S

csttfcj Arcola
,

'

betoK.bnflt:;.j4.-r;;::y..;-

:

-

If you will start today and continue to
rnake REGULAR deposits, you are SUT.2 to
nave an independent old aje. It is the rejfu-lari-

ty

more than the amount

that counts.

v...

:
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PUTTS AND PAR

the factories are already filled
with orders for larger Ideal Boflers
Everything points to an unprecedented
'
Arcola famine this Fall. 'I 'V
In 1 92 1 because

.

-

V

v .

We can mala no more Arcolas now than

Please help us to avoid disappointing you.
Ask your Heating Contractor to give you an
estimate today. Ask him to explain just
how Arcola fills every room with healthful
radiator warmth and pays for itself' in the
fuel it saves.

.,

d;

fcj

;
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It has been said tha Golf is the only known
game that enjoys an open season the year-rounthat does not require a permit, or Game Warden's
license; at which Kings and Potentates, Presidents, Henry Fords and Dishwashers can play
' '
.
on equal terms,

;
the FafloflMl?
f, , .;r;
Yet thb year three tim es many homes ere
.;

"

k.

Means Savinj Ncv)

are
for

(This Golf dope is written" and
edited by a Link expertif you
don't believe it, read it)

YOU Ki:OV7 tht the great
for
ecppsent prevented

b&gfirca

games

7

1

.

(Interwter match

:

j

BARNUM

SAID

"The OI & EaniM

IT!

and Blick, the B. J. Boys,
one over. They went into
NOTHING LIKE HIM
Rumor has it that Paul Henderson Albiioueraue lut week end tookT les
is shooting a wicked stick, rar sons from the "Pro." ,
nothing ; for P. D., alter a weeirs
THESE IOWA BOYS
practice.
The following conversation was
THE CHAMPION
overheard in the Gallup Americttn
r.Hdv Tn Smalline who has lost Coal Co. office between Harl Bryd
his club for the third time: "If you and Dave Boise:
Dave: "I hear, Byrd, that you have
keep on like this I see you being
Champion of the Southwest"
, taken up the game of Golf. How do
Smalling: "un, ao you reauy mm like it?"
:
so?"
.
Byrd:
"Fairly well, Dave. It is
Caddy: "Yes at tnrowing me a little harder than hoeing corn and a
hammer."
little easier than digging potatoes."
f"
Bush
slipped

NOT FOR

BUT FOR YOU, TOO
am told that when The
Gallup Herald wants anything done in
the way of public or cmc improvement that the very way to prevent its
heine done is for The Gallun Herald
to ask for it, or to advocate it
Is that so 7 Too bad.
The town and countv are under one
and the same political control. This
atia nnlitipal onntrol ahould aim for

inrl niw wa

.

r

;

US ALONE

-

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
MR, F. G. STUMP. Organist

SUNDAY
Paramount Picture
Wm. de MiUe'a
"CLARENCE" Featarlag
Wallace Reid.
Christie two reel comedy,
"HULA HONEYMOON"
WEEKLY NEWS- MONDAY
A

one political purpose the best pos
A LIVE ONE!
SYMPATHETIC
vc
sible government. - union Doctors Bennett and Ellison
Doc Hannett challenges any medico
bad place at corner oi.im
that
If
can
we
round
their
m.
SO
first
18
out
on.
mile
an
to
hole
radiua
within
get
riv hTfir ahon ia left there to an.
exnect the following before "swinging match for a ball a hole.
or aggrivate some individual,
tagonize
on the ball:"
.
.
Page Dr. Stofer, boy!
be nxeo m ine mterest
snouio
then
it
a
to
is
"Now. this
"
hurt, just
going
Installed ready to aw with radiator
of civic fride.
little."
WAIT!
WAIT!
Tf tfia "nmnd humna" in the street
'
in each room
i terminals are left to "bump" just for
uc iui uu.
Repeating
lonnny ouick
NAVAJO COUNTRY CLUB
Under
returned from the Country Club Sun- - the pride of the "bumps," they should
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM
PhM
muting' of the Country day.
normal
be remedied in the interest of the pub
It
conditloM
TUESDAY
Club was held Thursday evening.
"Hsve a good game?" He was lic.
...
a nil the Club the Na asked.
If all that mcut nf timhera and lunk
to
work
Active
Mae Marray in
FOR SMALL HOMK8 AND STORES
"Rotten," he replied.
vajo Country Club.
are left in the puerco at the City Club
"JAZZMANU"
in me rest wi-bl- e "What was the trouble?"
cauea
put the uou course
Tne
ueraia
because
uauup
just
MOVIE CHATS, v
shape will commence Monday. It "Oh, it was all my caddy's fault attention to the matter during last
a simml that the charter member He had the
FUN FROM THE PRESS
hiccups. Every time he summer, then all such should be
ADTATOR COMPANY
to 60. The
I missed my stroke and even gd out before the danger of coming
ship should be limited
.
. WEDNESDAY
mt4
Club now Ms o memoers actuau time he didnt hiccup I would miss it IUmmer floods. It costs money to
faUlSoiUrt uUAmMJcah Rfdiatcrtfor retry
signed up, although quite a number because I was waiting for the hiccup Kuild the bridee at that place and
Repeating
have expressed their intention of to come.
fhA.A im valiiohlA nranrf.v fn that
24th and Blake Streets
it will
"JAZZMANIA" v
,
joining the Club. For these charter
all at the mercy of the mad
vicinity,
be well to remember that
are likely to come down
DENVER, COLO.
MISTAKE
waters
LITTLE
which
A
, THURSDAY ,
memberships close when we miy
'
'"As I was playing Golf last Sun- the puerco.
mark is reached, and those desiring to
are
all
neglected
these things
If
Richard Barthelmess and
inin after that will be obliged to pay day," said a member, "I met Sam
wishes of
Bushman," says I, "How are you?" just to be contrary with the
Dorothy Gish in '
an advanced initiation fee.
communHerald, then our
thank
"FURY'
you, Ross," says
well,
"Pretty
in'
ELKS BANQUET
NEW
he. "Ross," says I, "that is not my ity and our civic pride and public
Pollard Comedy .
IN KING TUTS DAY -terests are in the hands' of a devil-oname."
C.
engrossed
to
"WASHED ASHORE"
N.,
deeply
Caddy
PASSENGER SERVICE
The Elks banquet at the White Cafe in a searcn:
"Faith," says he, "and mine's not
,
"0
FRIDAY
banquet rooms tonight promises to be
"Can't you find your ball, Mr. wit- - Bushman."
With that we again looked at each BARTHELMESS SCREENS
'
"
Messrs, Ray Ross and Sam Dimon tlio mnet alohnrata ffM) of the Sea- - ton?
DEEP
SEA
OF
DRAMA
Repeating
I found my ball alright, but other, and sure enough it was neither
have established regular schedule pas- son. The committees in charge have
"Yes,
of us.
ttl.tiBnl Rnrttialmeaa in "Fnrv." a
The Herald to announce I can't find my sticks now."
"FURY"
senger service between Gallup, Gibson, requested
that viitino Flltn in Gallun are invit
rollicking, stirring drama of the deep
and Gamerco. Theyz have a
SATURDAY
e nt
sean from tne iacue pen ox &amuna
car. mi
ine ed. Considerably over 100 plates
Miw ranacitv
drinks. HniilWinir. will ha th Firat National ! Mae Marsh in
with
served
ear can be closed during stormy wea- have been reserved, and ticketswillhave
be
and
be
Club
nlara rfs iwaiatnnM at the Rex Theatre
as yet been sold. Tickets
ther, or very easily ventillated during not
They did, and found favora next week, beginning next Thursday i "TILL WE MEET AGAIN"
warm weather. The caleaves Gallup niaoaif on a1 todav. Tonleht there
Hold
and nuts at the tables as well. and Friday.
the City Club.
Charles Murray in
post office daily at 6:45 and 10:00 A. will be a big ball --at
o
M.
One
4:00
P.
1:30
and
women of Gallup feel This production is heralded as an
"THE FATAL PHOTO"
at
and
The
M.,
From
One)
Page
an
(Continued
'
dramatic effort
E. J. Jenkins has our thanks for
WEZXLY NEWS
way fare, 25 cens. For special trips,
was all theirs. avan mora amhrtinua
the
that
gain
other year's subscription.
than any other of Barthelmess' highly
call phone 137.
mutial
in
having
screen successes, mciuaing
on the Child The pleasure
for
women with popular
David" or "The Bond
"Tol'able
these
either
splendid
COMING SOON:
Welfare department oi wi them for the convention. Great Boy."
nicA
G.
had
twirtion
the
Mrs.
valient
of
F
larca
vartf
State.
to Mrs. A. H. ture was
Gs'tO RICHES"
credit
at sea in a pictures
an excellent paper of "Liberty DeLonirbelongs
for the able and effi que old taken
a.
saumsj scnooner,
uunen cient
Extension." Mrs. Jonn
D,U.McL..EtaLBoYir
'
plays the role of a
way in which she carried for Barthelmess
On
oriffinfll
.
DOem
an
eaA
a vu
'
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AUTUDEOW FEET
out the entire nrojrram. Fol AAvajl vnnnf aocnnd mate whose SDirit
ALBUQUERQUE
REGINALD DENNY in
lis not thoroughly aroused until his
;
"Thrift".
of
a
list
DERBY
the
is
"KENTUCKY
complete
the
lowing
The only institution in New Mexico ever accredited by
lather, the captain, mrows aiscreaii
Mrs. A. Gusdorf , of Albu' Commission on Higher Education of the North Central Associaon the name of the girl the boy in
visiting delegates present :
a
read
paper
splendid
querque
tended to marry.
Mrs.
Albiiaueraue:
tion a a standard institution of Hifher Education.
Emily
Associa
of "Parent's Teachers
Than, inter, nn learninor from the
p. D. BOLTON
Mrs.
Margaret Medler, lips of his dying father the name of
tion." Mrs. George Ruoff, Al Labelle,
Mrs.
A.
Mrs.
ms
Ruoff,
the man who had wronged
George
motner,
p n Bolton, ase 88, died Saturday
buquerque, state chairman oi Gusderf
ENDS JULY 28, 1923
. Mrl. Tallev. Mrs. C. his whole nature changes and he
BEGINS JUNE
Economics spoke on the
burial was
Home
leads
to
Which
night last of smallpox and
George Va swears vengence.
Faculty includes graduates of Columbia, Bryn Mawr,
of her department, as did C. Meechem, Mrs.
culmina made Sunday. Mr. Bolton was the
work
and
the
denouement
Illgripping
:
arCornell, Clark, California, Stanford, Princeton,.
tion o a romance.
Mrs. C. C. Meechem. The even- lient, Santa Fe Mrs. r . W.
of the Harry Richards coal
lead- - foreman
Mi's
Texas:
ker.
. Dorothy Gish is Barthelmess'
Canutillo,
the
inois, Wisconiin, Peabody, and Michigan.
was
by
opened
one of the good men ol our
mine
program
and
ing
Bruce Lane. Lordsburg I Mrs incr lnitv. nnrtravinsr the vole of Min
Vacation study and recreation. New Residential
Club
Woman's
Chorus,
A
wife and three children
Gallup
the little London boarding house county.
Hall for Women. Laboratories for Chemistry, Home
an address by the W. C. Downey. Las Cruces: nie,
followed
mate
by
the
survive.
whom
.....
Dasniui
young
slavery
Economics, Physics, and Psychology Costs
falls in love. Tyrone Power, .famous
State President, Mrs. rarKer, Mrs. O. H. Brown.
V
V'V;
...
on stage and screen, has the part of
.erate.
were
The
Gallup delegates
Mrs. William Turner is helping at
.,.,,.'";:
followed another chorus, an
nttrnra n imnnrtant
: Mesdames Edward fantain lvtnn
and
follows
as
Mrs.
E.
Bank while Mr. Cary
v FOR BULLETIN, ADDRESS THE REGISTRAR
Labelle,
address bv
roles are Barry Macollum, Pat Harti- - the Merchants
L. Evans. H. E. Phene
Hart.
F.
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a
short
with
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hospital.
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by
play
closing
gan and Jessie Arnoia.
Rachael Crothers, "What xney cie, B. W. Carrington and John
M. U linen.
Think."
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to
the
Mrs. W. C. Downey in behalf
uncertainty
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF
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SUMMER SESSION
1,
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LaFAYETTE

NASH
'

OVERLAND

WILLYS-KNIGH- T

the weather, the Zuni trip of her club of which she is its
planned for Thursday was can- President, invited her district
celled, and the following pro to meet in Lordsburg next year
gram carried out. Delegates for us next convention, mvi
and club members met at City tatipn accepted with thanks.
Club: 10:30. and 'were driven
to the various Indian trading JACK FORD'S RISE IN
stores', returning to the Club for
FILMLAND IS METEORIC
.

CARS AND TRUCKS

CHA.

IEBEL

WHEN YOU GET A GOOD THING!
YOU GOT IT

ACSTYLEN3 WELDING
ELECTRICAL WOSX
,
CATTT3Y STATION

luncheon. The Kiwanis Uluh
was more than fortunate in
having addresses for them by
Mrs. F. W. Parker, Mrs.
Medler and Mrs. Emily
Labelle. Mr. Giles Master, of
the Strand Theatre, showed
real community SDirit. by hav
ing a special matinee for the
ladies after which they were
entertained at the home oi Mrs.
Sevmour. Tea was served and
a rare and valued private col
lection or waian rugs ana curio was shown bv the hostess.
A most fitting close to the day's
Mar-orar- et

Few rises in filmland have been as
meteoric, as that of Jack Ford, who
directed'The Village Blacksmith," the
Fox production at the Strand Theatre.
next Tuesday and Wednesday. A few
years ago, Mr. Ford entered the screen
world as property man for his brother,
Francis, Ford, who curiously enough
nlafs an imoortant oart in "The Vil
lage Blacksmith." Today he is one
of the boat known directors in tns cin
of
ema world. He was
Oliver wings," we rox proaucuon m
which Mary Carr was featured. Kis
work in tnu picture earn a mm i--e
viuage ciaca
right to curtct "Xe
smith." a pictura LIr. Fox hal lor
nor
contemplate J rakftrg wJa
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program came with an lavrca-tfo- n is
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You Can Not Apppreciate

And Know The Cut In

Grocery Prices
UNTIL YOU VISIT THE

CASH

M iMVICE
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